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Communities living in the remote, arid parts of South Africa are often reliant on brackish 
groundwater for their drinking water, sometimes to the detriment of their health. The quality 
of their drinking water is of concern to these communities and they are willing to pay for the 
means of improving their drinking water quality. A market survey indicated that an 
affordable price for a family desalination unit producing an average of 20 litres of drinking 
water per day would be R750. Conventional technologies such as Reverse Osmosis, 
Electrodialysis and Ion Exchange are generally too expensive and complex for application 
at demands of below 100 litres per day. Solar distillation, on the other hand, is well suited 
to such micro-scale applications. The technology has been widely reported on 
internationally, particularly since 1945, but is little known in South Africa. Experimental 
work was done on both a basin still and on inclined wick stills, single and multiple effect, 
in order to ascertain reliability and cost-effectiveness. The single effect inclined wick still 
was found to be the most promising and its design was investigated for the effect of 
parameters such as basin depth, feed rate, feed salinity and wick type. It was found that the 
inclined wick still is optimally 50 to 80 mm in depth, should have a black or nearly black 
cotton or polyester wick, should be fed at a rate of between 1 and 2 f/m2/hr, and is not 
sensitive to the salinity of the feed water. Its winter and summer yield averaged 3 and 
5 t/m2/d respectively. A promising prototype has been produced and tested with some 
success in the field. Lessons from field tests could be applied to producing a firta:l prototype 
which is expected to be affordable and reliable. Its total annual cost (amortizing over the 
expected life of 10 years and including the cost of maintenance) is estimated at R90 per 
standard 1 m2 panel, which-leads to a distillate cost of R30/m3, and a water supply cost of 












Most communities living in the remote, arid regions of Southern Africa are dependent on 
brackish groundwater for their drinking water needs. . Salinities of over 2000 mg dissolved 
salt per litre are common in borehole waters of Namibia, the Kalahari, Namaqualand, the 
Karroo and parts of the Northern Transvaal. The recommended upper salinity limit for 
healthy drinking water is 2000 mg/ e, beyond which point heart disease and arthritis become 
more marked. In particular, high levels of nitrate and fluoride are responsible for the 
diseases methaemoglobinaemia and fluorosis. 
For these communities there is a need for an affordable, reliable means of desalinating their 
daily drinking water. Of the various desalination technologies available the only one that 
seemed likely to be economically viable at household scale was solar distillation. Solar stills 
rely on the sun's energy to desalinate water, operate at relatively high efficiencies (30-50%, 
being the enthalpy of vaporisation of the distilled water as a fraction of the incident solar 
energy), and are very simple in concept and operation. The two most competitive 
alternatives are the Reverse Osmosis and Electrodialysis processes, but these are not simple, 
require electric power, and only become economically viable when upwards of several 
thousand litres of water per day need to be purified. Thus the question that needed to be 
answered was: could a simple, rugged, reliable_, and efficient still be built for a price that 
is affordable? 
The objectives of this research project were thus to do the following: 
o Determine the need for small scale (20 litres/day) desalination technology and the 
price end users may be prepared to pay for it. 
o Evaluate the current state-of-the-art of solar distillation through literature review and 
testing selected prototypes. 
o Optimize the design of those prototypes showing the best potential. Optimization of, 
in particular, cost and reliability. 
o Test the most promising prototypes in the field. 
o Make recommendations for the implementation of this technology. 
The potential market for small scale desalination was divided into the following logical 
segments: farmers, villages, hospitals and clinics, technikons and schools, the railways, black 
tribal areas and the military. For each segment the need for small scale desalination was 
defined and assessed. Most of the above market segments were assessed from the results 
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The market survey concluded that there existed a market for household desalination units 
capable of producing 20 litres of drinking water per day and costing less than R750. The 
market size was estimated at between 3 000 and 20 000 units. 
Energy and Water literature databases residing at the National Energy Council and the CSIR 
were searched for references to solar distillation and solar energy. Over 100 publications 
spanning the last three decades were traced and obtained. From the literature survey two 
promising designs, the inclined wick still and the multi-effect inclined wick still, were 
selected and constructed. A fibreglass still of the basin or greenhouse type was also obtained 
from the Rural Industries Innovation Centre in Botswana. These stills were set up on the 
roof of the Appropriate Technology Group's building at the CSIR in Pretoria, and operated 
over a period of time. Global radiation and still production were measured at least on a daily 
basis, and sometimes more often. With the inclined wick stills feed water flux was 
measured, and with the basin still water and glass temperatures were recorded. Distillate 
quality was monitored, as well as the feed water salinity. 
The following conclusions were drawn from this experimental work: 
o Both inclined wick stills and basin stills are simple and reliable. 
o · The multi-effect inclined WiC:k"still is not rugged and reliable in operation, and is not 
more cost-effective than the simpler single effect inclined wick still. 
o The inclined wick still is the optimum design because its yield is not so much reduced 
during the winter months. Its winter yield averages over 3 l/m2/d, and its summer 
yield exceeds 5 l/m2/d on clear days. The basin still, on the other hand, produces a 
similar volume of distillate on summer days, but in the winter the yield, reduces to an 
average of only 1, 7 l/m2/d. 
The inclined wick still having proved the most likely to succeed in the field, four identical 
wick stills of area 0,35 m2 each were constructed and tested side by side over a period of 
seven months. This enabled the effect of certain parameters such as basin deptha, feed water 
flux, wick type and feed water salinity to be assessed. It was found that the inclined wick 
still: 
o is optimally 50 to 80 mm in depth; 
o should have a cotton/polyester fabric wick which should be absorbent (absorbency 
being not significantly affected by the mix of fibres chosen, only the weave) and 
a When referring to an inclined wick still basin depth refers to the spacing between the wick and the 











black in colour, although up to six months fading of the wick can be tolerated before 
inversion or redyeing of the wick is required; 
o should optimally be fed at a rate of between 1 and 2 t/m2/hr; and 
o is not sensitive to the salinity of the feed water in the range 300 to 70 000 mg/£ TDS 
(tap water strength to double seawater strength). 
Field tests on 2 m2 household scale inclined wick stills were carried out at two locations, one 
. on a farm in the Northern Transvaal, and the other at the small Namaqualand village of 
Paulshoek. The tests commenced in May in both areas. From these tests it was possible to 
learn how best to implement the technology in practice, and an impression was gained of how 
they might be received by potential users. While the stills have been well received and have 
performed satisfactorily for the time of year, with the benefit of hindsight it would be better 
to make the standard still panel 1 m2 in area. Users can then buy as many panels as are 
required to meet their daily needs. A 1 m2 panel is the more convenient, practical size in 
terms of transport, erection, feed water distribution through the wick, and glass support. 
Prices have been obtained from various producers and distributors of the principal 
components of the inclined wick stills. Different materials have been compared for cost and 
durability, and estimates have been made of the final cost of drinking water desalinated in 
this way. The recommended standard 1 m2 inclined wick still panel should be able to be 
retailed for under R300 (material cost RIOO, labour R70, balance to marketing and mark-up). 
The standard panels' total annual cost (amortizing over the expected life of 10 years and 
including the cost of maintenance) was estimated at R90, which leads to a distillate cost of 
R30/m3, and a water supply cost of R15/m3 when 1: 1 blending is applied. Two of these 
panels would be necessary to provide the average household with its drinking water 
throughout the year (assuming 1: 1 blending). This is not only cheaper (at this scale of 
production) than any of the alternative desalination technologies available, but according to 
the market survey it should be affordable to a large share of those dependent on brackish 
groundwater. 
Drawings are provided of the recommended prototype. Several of these should be 
manufactured and tested in the field in the high salinity areas of South Africa before a final 
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specific heat of air at constant pressure (J/kg"C) 
angle of declination of the sun (0 ) 
gravitational acceleration (9,81 m/s2) 
heat transfer coefficient (W /m20C) 
heat transfer coefficient due to convection (W/m20C) 
entha1py of vapourisation of water at the temperature of evaporation (J /kg) 
global radiation (J/m2) · 
long wave thermal atmospheric radiation (J/m2) 
thermal conductivity (W/m"C) 
angle of latitude ( 0 ) 
molecular weight of dry air ("'29 kg/mole) 
mass of water transferred by evaporation per unit area (kg/m2) 
molecular weight of water vapour (18 kg/mole) 
mass of water vapour transferred per unit area from the glass surface (kg/m2) 
number of moles of dry air 
number of moles of water vapour 
vapour pressure at temperature T, (Pa) 
total pressure (Pa) 
vapour pressure at temperature T w (Pa) 
rate of heat transfer (W/m2) 
rate of heat transfer due to convection (W/m2) 
rate of heat transfer due to evaporation (W/m2) 
rate of heat transfer due to radiation (W /m2) 
temperature ("C or K) 
glass temperature ("C or K) 
water temperature ("C or K) 
absorptivity 
coefficient of volumetric thermal expansion (K"1) 




dynamic viscosity (kg/ms) 
kinematic viscosity (l'/p) (m2/s) 
Stefan-Boltzmann's constant = 5,67 . 10-s W/m2K4 
transmittance 
optimum inclination of a still to the horisontal plane for maximum radiation to be received 




























1.1 Rainfall and evaporation variation in South Africa 
Rainfall over Southern Africa varies widely geographically, from season to season and from year 
to year. While the eastern seaboard receives up to 1000 mm of rain per year on average, as one 
moves over the escarpment and westwards the mean annual precipitation decreases dramatically 
(Figure 1.1). In the more arid west the reliability of the rain is also reduced, with the Karroo and 
Namaqualand typically experiencing over 30% deviation from their average annual rainfall 
(Figure 1.2). In the Kalahari and Namibia the deviation about the mean of the already sparse 
rainfall is over 40%. In these areas the evaporation potential is many times higher than the average 
rainfall (Figure 1.3), and the groundwater is consequently rich in salts. In other areas with more 
substantial rainfall the geology contributes towards the high salinity in the groundwater. 
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Figure 1.2: Percentage deviation 
from mean annual rainfall 




1.2 The problem of water supply in arid areas 
20' 25' 
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Figure 1.3: Mean annual evaporation 
from an open water surface 
(Department of Water Affairs, 1986) 
Communities that live in the remote, arid regions of Southern Africa, of which there are several, are 
dependent on brackish groundwater for their drinking water needs. Salinities of over 2000 mg dissolved 
salt per litre are common in borehole waters of Namibia, the Kalahari, Namaqualand, the Karroo and the 
Northern Transvaal. The upper limit for healthy drinking water is 2000 mg/ f 8 , beyond which point heart 
disease and arthritis become more marked (Hattingh, 1985). Two constituents of the total salinity which 
have a significant affect on health are fluoride and nitrate. Fluoride is beneficial in preventing dental caries 
in low concentrations (between 0,7 and 1,0 mg/t), but becomes toxic at levels only slightly above the 
recommended level. One effect is the disease known as dental fluorosis, which is recognised by the severe 
discolouration and crumbling of teeth; another is osteoporosis, which is a crumbling of the bones. The 
recommended limit for fluoride is 1,5 mg/ t. Figures 1.4 and 1.5 are based on maps of the total dissolved 
solids and fluoride content of borehole waters of South Africa, produced in 1958 by van Noort and 
Macvicar of the Division of Chemical Services of the Geological Survey'>. Nitrate at concentrations 
above 20 mg/£ (as nitrogen, equivalent to 90 mg/ t as N~) causes a disease known as 
methaemoglobinaemia, where the ingestion of excess nitrate reduces the blood's oxygen carrying ability. 
The disease can be fatal to infants and foetuses (whence comes the common name 11 blue baby disease"), 
a The SABS recommendation (SABS 241-1984) is that the conductivity of drinking water should not exceed 70 mS/m, 
but conductivities of up to 300 mS/m can be tolerated if there is no alternative (these conductivities approximate salinities of 
500 mgil and 2000 mgil respe.ctively - see Appendix G). 
b The complete review and redrafting of these maps forms part of a major research effort recently initiated by the Water 
Research Commission. Groundwat~r quality determinands will be plotted for the entire country on I :250 000 scale. The first 











and for this reason the safe level of nitrate and nitrite combined should ideally not exceed 10 mg/f (as 
Nitrogen). Nitrates at levels above 50 mg/ e (as Nitrogen) are common in borehole and well waters of 
Namibia, Botswana and the Northern Transvaal (Super et al, 1981; Palmer, 1981; Muller, 1990). 
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Figure 1.4: Map of the total dissolved solids content of South African borehole waters 
(after van Noort and Macvicar, 1958) 
1.3 Survey of demand for small scale desalination 
Quite apart from health aspects, salty water is unpleasant to the taste and is poorly suited for washing. 
Over the years the CSIR has been approached by farmers and spokespersons for rural communities to 
develop an affordable household scale desalination device which could provide at least for daily drinking 
water needs, and possibly washing needs. A review of the available technology indicated that it would be 
possible to develop a low cost solar still which would meet the requirements of simplicity and affordability, 
but there was some doubt as to whether the market for such a product was large enough to justify the costs 
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Figure 1.5: ~lap of the fluoride content of South African borehole waters (after van Noort 
and Macvicar, 1958) 
One area that suffers from poor ground water quality is the Matlabas valley in the North-western 
Transvaal. A survey of ten of the farmers in this valley indicated that half of them would be 
prepared to pay over R500 (1989, equivalent to R750 in 1991 rands) for a household scale 
desalination unit which would supply their families daily drinking water needs (estimated at 20 
litres/day). Another survey, this time of a tribal area in Lebowa which is beset by severe salinity 
problems, indicated that even relatively impoverished communities would be prepared to pay the 
costs of desalinating water, based on R500 per household (although in this case some kind of 











"Many people in South Africa and her neighbouring countries rely on brackish boreholes for their 
domestic water supply needs. Should these people wish to desalinate small quantities of water for 
drinking ( < 50 f!day) Solar Distillation is the most economical option they have. 
"In a survey of the possible market for small scale desalination equipment with a view to developing 
an improved low cost, more ejficienr unit which requires low maintenance even if neglected for a 
period, ir appears that the demand for such units will fall in rhe range of 3 ()()() ro 20 ()()() units. 
Although this is a wide range, even the lower figure is quire substantial. " 
1.4 Objectives of this investigation 
With this positive indication of the need for the development of an affordable, simple desalination 
device it was decided to go ahead with this research. 
At the outset the following objectives were defined: 
o Review the alternative desalination technologies in terms of cost, complexity and reliability 
in order to define more exactly· where solar distillation should most appropriately be 
applied. 
o Evaluate the current state-of-the-art of solar distillation thr'ough literature review and testing 
selected prototypes. 
o Optimize the design of that prototypes showing the best potential. Optimization of, in 
particular, cost and reliability. 
o Test the most promising prototype in the field. 
r 
o Make recommendations for the implementation of solar distillation on a wider scale. ' 
1.5 Scope of this thesis 
In the following chapter the alternative desalination technologies are briefly described, and their 
application at small scale is assessed. Solar distillation, being the only technology of relevance for 
a household installation, is reviewed in some detail in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4 the experimental 
program followed in the course of this research is described. and in Chapter 5 the results of the 
experiments are discussed. Chapter 6 deals with the field tests that were carried out on two 
prototypes, one in Namaqualand and the other in the Northwestern Transvaal. In Chapter 7 the 
final prototype is presented with a set of drawings for manufacture and installation, with a 
discussion of maintenance requirements, and with projections of the likely costs of water produced 












REVIEW OF ALTERNATIVE DESALINATION TECHNOLOGIES AND 
ASSESSMENT OF THEIR APPLICATION AT SMALL SCALE 
2.1 Large scale desalination 
Installed desalination capacity worldwide has been escalating steadily this century (Figure 2.1). 
The bulk of this capacity (92 % ) is based on two processes, multistage flash distillation (69 % ) and 
reverse osmosis (23 % ) , the rest being divided among several other processes including other 
distillation processes (e.g. vertical tube, vapor compression) and electrodialysis. Reverse Osmosis 
is the coming technology, with only 2% of the market in 1970 but 23% by 1987. 
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Figure 2.1: Growth in worldwide installed desalination capacity (data from Kharbanda, 1990) 
The heart of the multistage flash distillation (MSF) process is the flash distillation chamber, where 
heated brinea is introduced to a semi-evacuated chamber so that it rapidly boils, the vapour thus 
produced condensing on the outer walls of the tubes bringing fresh (cool) brine into the process. 
For increased efficiency the process incorporates many flash chambers, each one being fed by the 
waste brine from the chamber before it. Figure 2.2 illustrates the concept of the MSF process. 
a The term brine is often used to denote salty water, particularly when dealing with sea water. In this thesis it has also 
been used to describe that water which remains after distillation has taken place, i.e the waste or reject water from a continuous 





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Multistage flash distillation is mentioned because it is such an important part of desalination 
worldwide. It is however a large scale industrial process involving sophisticated heat exchangers 
and pumps. The average MSF plant size today is over 2 Mf Id, or 2000 m3 per day, enough to 
supply a town of some 20 000 peoJ?le with all their domestic water requirements. The process has 
proved economically viable particularly where it has been coupled with a thermal or nuclear power 
station, whose waste heat energy is sufficient to provide the primary heat input to the MSF process 
at no cost. 
2.2 Small scale desalination 
For the small scale desalination that is likely to be applied in Southern Africa for some time to 
come, Reverse Osmosis, Electrodialysis, Ion Exchange and Solar Distillation are the technologies 
which offer the best chance of success. 
Before going on to describe these technologies it is appropriate to define more exactly what is 
meant by "small scale". What would be the typical water requirements of a family, of a farm, and 
of a small municipality? 
2.2.1 Daily Water Requirements 
The minimum amount of fresh water required per day for drinking, cooking and oral 
hygiene is 2 to 4 litres per person (saline water may be used for most other purposes). 
Thus a family of six or seven will require up to 20 litres of fresh water per day. Fresh 
water is also desirable for bathing and washing clothes due to the additional detergents and 
soap required when using saline waters (especially hard waters). In such cases some 100 
to 200 litres of fresh water will be required by the family each day. Typical domestic 
water consumption figures (according to convenience of supply) are given in Table 2.1. 
In the case of farms a substantial amount of water is required for stock watering 
(Table 2.2), although the acceptable limits for quality would be more relaxed than those 
for water intended for human consumption. In fact the recommended maximum conductivity 
limit for livestock watering according to Kempster et. al (1980), is 1980 mS/m. This 
equates to a salinity of approximately 13 000 mg/f TDS. Most groundwaters in Southern 
Africa are well within this limit, but the limit is set for survival as opposed to optimum 
health and productivity. The recommended salinity limit for routine stock watering is 
approximately 3 250 mg/f TDS (Kempster, 1980). 











Table 2.1: Typical Domestic Water Usage (Hofkes et. al 1981) 
Type of water supply Typical water conswnption Range 
(if capita/day) (t/capita/d) 
Communal water point 
(e.g. village well, public standpost) 
distance > 1000 m 7 5 - 10 
500 < distance < 1000 m 12 10 - 15 
Village well 
distance < 250 m 20 15 - 25 
Communal standpipe 
distance < 250 m 30 20 - 50 
Yard connection 
(tap placed in house yard) 40 20 - 80 
House connection 
single tap 50 30 - 60 
multiple tap 150 70 - 250 
Table 2.2: Water requirements for institutions and livestock watering 
(Hofkes et al 1981) 
Category Typical Water Use Unit for Estimation 
(t/d) 
Livestock 
cattle 25 - 35 head 
horses and mules 20 - 25 head 
sheep 15 - 25 head 
pigs 10 - 15 head 
Poultry 
chickens 15 - 25 100 fowl 
From the above it is possible to estimate the required daily production for small scale 
desalination plant as laid out in Table 2.3. To aid definition, the plant sizes have been 
classified in three sizes: minimum, small and medium. Demands falling between the ranges 
defined in the table could be defined as minimum to small and small to medium. The 
available technologies for desalinating water in these ranges are detailed in the remainder 











Table 2.3: Required daily production for small scale desalination plant 
Classification of Installation Areas of Application Daily Capacity 
litres/day 
Minimum Househ{)lds - essential 10 to 20 
requirements for family 
Small Households - essential 100 to 200 
requirements, also washing 
water 
Medium Farms, small institutions, small 3 000 to 15 000 
municipalities• for drinking 
water only 
2.2.2 Reverse Osmosis (RO) 
o Operating Principle 
Natural osmosis (Figure 2.3a) is a diffusion process in which two solutions of unequal 
concentration are separated by a semi-permeable membrane through which water is capabl~ 
of passing. As a result of a natural tendency to equalise the concentration of dissolved 
solids on either side of the membrane, water passes through the membrane from the weaker 
· to the stronger solution until molecular concentrations are equal on both sides of the 
membrane. 
The process of reverse osmosis (Figure 2.3b) involves overcoming the osmotic pressure of 
the solution. Feed water is desalinated by a semi-permeable membrane through which water 
is forced by applied pressure which is greater than the osmotic pressure of the solution. 
Table 2.4 lists the natural osmotic pressures of waters of different salinities. The solvent 
moves through the membrane in one direction only. The water is thereby divided into two 
streams - a pure water stream called the permeate, and the concentrate or brine. The 
membrane also acts as a molecular filter to retain bacteria, viruses and most organic 
material found in natural waters. 
Commercial membranes are typically formed from cellulose acetate which is permeable to 
water molecules, but impermeable to most dissolved impurities. In the 1960s a technique 
was discovered for forming the membrane in an asymmetric layered structure - a semi-
permeable skin just a few Angstroms thick , supported by a porous layer several µm thick. 
n Typical population sizes of small municipalities in high salinity areas in South Africa are in the range 1 000 to 5 000 











This dual structure combined the hitherto elusive properties of high water flux with 
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Figure 2.3: Natural osmosis and reverse osmosis 
Table 2.4: Approximate natural osmotic pressures of waters of different salinities 
Type of Water Total Dissolved Solids Osmotic Pressure 
(TDS) (bar or 100 Kpa) 
(mg/f) 
Brackisb water 1 500 1 
Brackish water 5 000 3 
Very brackish water 12 000 7 
Sea water 35 000 23 










- 2. 7 - . 
There are several ways in which the membrane are configured in practice. They were initially 
clamped as flat sheets, with alternating porous spacer sheets, into stacks. A later development was 
to wind the membranes with the spacer sheets into rolls, which are more compact. These are 
known as spiral wound membranes and are the most commonly used membrane type today. Other 
types are tubular membranes (where the membranes are cast as tubes, almost like straws, and 
packed closely together), and hollow fine fibre membranes, consisting of aromatic polyamide fibres 
no thicker than a human hair. In the case of tubular membranes permeation is from the inside to 
the outside of the tube, while the reverse holds for hollow fine fibre membranes. The latter can 
withstand very high operating pressures and are also compact. Figure 2.4 shows details of a spiral 
wound membrane and its use in a pressure vessel. 
Desalted wa1er passes through the membranes on both sides 
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-- Adapted from Hydranautics 
Water Systems diagram. 
The product water 11ow$ through the porous n!aterial in a 
spiral path until it contacts, and flows through the hole$ in 
the product water tube. 











CROSS SECTION OF PRESSURE VESSEL WITH 3-MEMBRANE ELEMENT 












o Minimum instaJJation 
Reverse Osmosis membranes are highly sensitive to clogging, so the minimum pretreatment 
that is required for feed water to the process is 10 µm microfiltration. If the water has any 
scaling potential (waters containing calcium sulphate, or calcium and magnesium 
bicarbonate) chemical addition is required. Only high clarity borehole waters can be treated 
without additional pretreatment. Most waters will require sand filtration ahead of the 
microfiltration. More turbid waters will require coagulation, flocculation and sedimentation 
ahead of the sand filtration. 
To apply the pressures required for filtration, a high pressure pump with a sophisticated 
hydraulics system is required. The pressure required depends on the water being treated 
(cf. Table 2.4) with most commercial plants starting at about 14 bar. The pressure required 
for a given flow with a given salt concentration will increase with membrane age 
(membrane performance decreases with time) until the membranes are replaced. To 
compensate for this, plants have to be designed to deliver the minimum requirement just 
before membrane replacement i.e: surplus capacity must be built in to allow for membrane 
performance reduction. 
The membranes themselves are generally housed in stainless steel pressure vessels. The 
tubular membrane stack at the heart of the state-subsidised Bitterfontein/Nuwerus Reverse 
Osmosis Plant, the first municipal ·desalination plant in South Africa, can be seen in 
Figure 2.5. 
A typical process layout for a small RO installation is illustrated in Figure 2.6. 
Figure 2.5: Tubular membrane stack at Bitterfontein, Cape Province, 










COWPET BAY, ST. THOMAS, 'u.s. VIRGIN ISLANDS 
0.01-mgd [38-m3 /d] 
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Note; The capacity is 0.01 mgd 
(38 m>/d]. It can be doubled by 
the installation o1 3 additional 
permea.tors. 




(SHMP = sodium hexametaphosphate, a precipitation inhibitor which discourages the 
deposition of problem salts, typically dosed at l to 10 mg/£ depending on feed water 
characteristics) 
o Operation and Maintenance Requirements 
Operation and maintenance requirements will vary according to the size and complexity of 
the installation. The very minimum requirements would be regular renewal of microfilters, 
chemi~ addition, replacement of membranes and pump care. More complex plants might 
require additional maintenance on the pretreatment side, e.g. backwashing of sand filters. 
The Bitterfontein plant (current production 100 m3/d) has two full time operators. 
o Costs 
The Bitterfontein plant is producing water at a cost of R26/m3, including amortization, 
operation and maintenance (all costs quoted here were supplied by the Department of Water 
Affairs, Western Cape Region, who are responsible for the scheme). This price also 











delivery to Bitterfontein and Nuwerus, 15 km distant. The actual cost of the desalination 
plant itself is R12-05/m3 for capital amortization at 17,25%, and R6-97 for operation and 
maintenance, for a total of R19-03/m3• These prices are quite high in comparison to the 
figures generally quoted for RO desalination at this scale, but it must be noted that the plant 
is not yet operating at its full capacity, which will be nearly double the current fieure. 
Although this higher capacity will only be achieved at the cost of an additional membrane 
stack, the bulk of the balance of the scheme is already in place, so the final cost per m3 can 
be expected to be not much more than half the current price (it should also be realised that 
the Bitterfontein scheme is something of a showcase project, being the first of its kind in 
the country, which has tended to increase the costs beyond the norm). 
Commercial RO plants in South Africa start at about 5 m3/d capacity. Manufacturers have 
found it impossible to scale their plant down from.that level economically. These units start 
at + R40 000, assuming electricity is available for powering the pump. If no electricity 
is available, a further R5 000 will be required for the diesel pump. Operation and 
maintenance costs quoted are in the order of R3 per m3, excluding labour (Danie Nel, 
Membratek, Martin Slabber, AEC and Mitchell, Seabrak, pers. comms). 
Research is currently being done at the Division of Water Technology, CSIR, on low 
pressure (6 to 7 bar) small scale RO units. It is believed that such a unit producing from 
200 lid could be marketed for +R5 000 (Dr J.J. Schoeman, CSIR, pers.comm). 
Confirmation of this is not expected until 1992. 
Attempts have been made to market small hand pump powered reverse osmosis units. With 
a production of only 1 f/hr the unit's cost of R2 000 to R3 000 proved too high for 
successful commercialization. (Martin Slabber , AEC, pers. comm) 
Summarising the available cost information on Reverse Osmosis, it appears that the 
minimum capital outlay, given products currently available, is not less than R40 000. This 
will provide a unit that can produce from 5 m3/d to IO m3/d of product water at a TDS of 
below 500 mg/£, assuming feed salinity of between 2000 and 6000 mg/ t. Including 
maintenance and labour, the cost per m3 of product water will be in the order of R13, 
assuming that the full capacity of the system is used. If, say, only 0,5 m3 of product water 
is produced daily from a system of this capacity, that water will still bear the full capital 
cost of the installation, and will cost in the order of R70/m3• 
If the current attempts to produce a R4 000 to R5 000 RO unit with a product water 
capacity of 0,5 m3/d are successful, then it will be possible to achieve product water costs 
of+ R13/m3 at this low scale. Operating such a unit at a scale of 100 f/d would lead to 











2.2.2 Ion Exchange 
o Operating Principle 
Unlike other desalination processes described here, ion exchange does not remove all salts 
in equal, or roughly equal, proportions. Ion exchange is used to target and remove a 
particular problem ion in a water e.g. Ca2+ in the case of an excessively hard water (cation 
exchange), or N03- in the case of a water having too much nitrate (anion exchange). The 
removed ion changes places with an ion from the ion exchange resin, often Na+ or CL 
After all the sacrificial ions in the resin column have been swopped out of the resin, the 
resin is regenerated by passing through it, in the reverse direction to the normal flow 
direction, a concentrated solution of the sacrificial salt (e.g. NaCl). 
McRae (1976) describes the difference between anionic and cationic selective resins: 
Modem caJion selective [resins] typically consist of polystyrene having negatively charged 
sulphonate groups {S03H) chemically bonded to most of the phenyl groups in the 
polystyrene. The negative charges of the sulphonate groups are electrically balanced by 
positively charged cations {'counter-ions') [e.g.H+ or Na+]. The sulphonate groups impart 
hydrophilicity to the polymer . . . The positively charged· counter-ions are appreciably 
dissociated from the bound, negatively charged sulphonate groups into the absorbed water 
and are mobile therein. 17iey may be exchanged for other cations from a solution bathing 
the [resin]. Such exchange does not alter the electroneutrality of the /resin]. Anion 
selecf!ve [resins] typically consist of insolubilized polystyrene having positively charged 
quaternary ammonium groups (R4N+OH) chemically bonded to most of the phenyl groups 
in the polystyrene. In this case the counter-ions [e.g. OH- or CZ-] are negatively charged. 
o Minimum installation 
Pumping may be required to get the feed water to an elevation, or pressure, to enable it to 
pass through the ion exchange column. The column itself will typically contain a sand layer 
before the resin to filter out colloidal matter and organics, and where there is a likelihood 
of iron precipitation it may contain an anthracite layer as well. 
In the context of drinking water supply on a small scale, a good example of a minimum type 
ion exchange process is given by the following case study: 
Drinking water supply to the Seaparankweh Makapan Health Centre, Bophuthatswana: 
{CSIR, Watertek Report Ref. W24/25/3/ll, 1991) 
The clinic is supplied by a borehole yielding water containing over 50 mglt N03- (as N). 











water to 1 mg/ f. For this nitrate reduction the co1umn would have to be regenerated after 
the passage of every 36 m3, requiring 30 kg of NaCl and taking 36 minutes. The column 
was charged with 80 litres of a proprietary anion exchange resin. The flow rate through 
the column when operational was between 1and3 m3• Assuming a consumption of 100 f /d 
of drinking water at the clinic, the column would need to be regenerated about once per 
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Figure 2. 7: Process layout for Makapanstad ion exchange plant (100£/d) 
o Operation and maintenance requirements 
In an installation such as the one described above, the principle maintenance that has to be 
done is the regeneration and rinsing of the resin column. To do this requires the operator 
to be competent to mix the required regenerant salt to the specified concentration, and to 
operate the pump that drives the regeneration process. The operator should also be 












After a number of backwash cycles, the resin becomes exhausted and needs to be renewed. 
A rule of thumb often applied is that 10 to 20 % of the resin will need to be replaced every 
year, given that the process operates continuously. In the case of the installation at 
Makapanstad the demand is so much lower than the capacity that the resin will not have to 
be renewed for several decades, unless other factors cause it to deteriorate. 
o Costs 
The Makapanstad clinic's water problem is a good example of the kind of need that this 
thesis attempts to address. Unfortunately the ion exchange plant installed there is 
substantially over designed for that need. This illustrates the universal problem that 
commercial desalination plants do not tend to be produced for very small demands (20 to 
200 f/d). 
The cost of this installation at 1991 prices would be approximately: 
Tank: Rl400 
Pump: RlOOO 
100 £ Resin: R2500 (R25 per litre) 
Other: R 500 
TOTAL: R5400 
The regenerant would cost ± Rl/m3 water processed. 
For a proouction of 100 f/d the treatment cost is ± R30/m3, excluding the cost of skilled 
supervision, which is necessary for the viability of this process. Including the cost of 
skilled supervision the water cost would be more than double, but this unit could have been 
built for half the price (probably not less) if it had been sized for the actual demand. 
2.2.3 EJectrodiaJysis 
o Operating principle 
Electrodialysis (ED) transports ions through membranes from one solution to another by 
means of direct electric current. The membranes are essentially ion-exchange resins. in 
sheet form. An important difference is that being thin (:::::l0,3 mm) the ED membranes do 
not permanently retain the ions removed from solution, but function by their exclusion of 
ions in the solution of like charge to the fixed charged groups in the resin. For example 
a cation selective membrane may consist of polystyrene with negatively cha.rged bound 
groups (eg sulphonate groups) aQd mobile H+ counter-ions~-· .Cations in the solutig!! being 
acted on by the electric current will be able to move into this membrane, not being repelled 











original H+ counter ions are displaced out of the other side of the membrane, and the 
membrane maintains its overall electroneutrality. Such a cation selective membrane would 
be impermeable to anions. The cation selective membrane's mechanism is mirrored in the 
anion selective membrane. Figure 2.8 (after Buros, 1980) gives a clear step by step 
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Many of the substances which make up the 
total dissolved solids in brackish water are 
strong electrolytes. When dissolved in water 
they ionize; that is, the compounds dissociate 
into ions which carry an electric charg~I TYP\fyl 
of th,y ions+i:P brac_~sh water ~~e Cl • Na , 
HC03, Mg , S04 , and Ca . These ions 
tend to attract the dipolar water molecules and 
to be diffused in times, fairly evenly through-
out a solution. 
If two electrodes are placed in a solution of 
ions, and energized by a battery or other direct 
current source, the current is carried th rough 
the solution by the charged particles and the 
ions tend to migrate to the electrode of the 
opposite charge. 
If alternately fixed charged membranes (which 
are selectively permeable to ions of the oPPO· 
site chargel are placed in the path of the 
migrating ions, the ions will be trapped between 
the alternate cells formed. 
Note 1: A positively fixed charge !anionic) 
membrane will allow negative ions to 
pass, but will repel positive ions. 
Note 2: A negatively fixed charge (cationic) 
membrane will allow positive ions to 
pass, but will repel negative ions. 
If this continued, almost all the ions would 
become trapped in the alternate cells (concen· 
trate cellsl. The other cells, which lack ions, 
would have a lower level of dissolved constit· 
uents and would have a high resistance to 
current flow. 
The phenomenon illustrated above is used in 
electrodialysis to remove ions from incoming 
saline water on a continuous basis. Feedwater 
enters both the concentrate and product cells. 
Up to about half of the ions in the product cells 
migrate and are trapped in the concentrate 
cells. Two streams emerge from the device: one 
of concentrated brine and the other with a 
much lower concentration of TDS (product 
waterl. 











o Minimum installation 
Figure 2.9 shows the essential elements of the electrodialysis process. As in the case of 
RO, prefiltration to micron scale is required to prevent rapid loss of service of the 
membranes. Unlike RO, pressure is not required, only circulation. Also similar to RO is 
the sophistication of the hydraulic circuitry, but the fittings do not have to be rated for high 
pressures. A DC power source is a key element in the process. Acid and/or polyphosphate 
must be continuously added to prevent the excessive build up of scale and other deposits on 
the membrane walls. More sophisticated units will have electrical and hydraulic circuitry 
to enable the product cells and brine cells to be switched several times per hour, allowing 






























ED might be cheaper than RO in terms of the hydraulics of the process, but the membranes 
are more expensive. Thus at scales of several cubic metres per day the processes are 
similar in cost. ED does not enjoy such economies of scale as RO because the membrane 
cost constitutes a much higher fraction of the total cost, so at demands greater than this RO 
will generally be preferable. ED is however more suited than RO to downscaling to 
capacities of several hundred litr~s per day because the low pressure hydraulic system does 











fitting, and there is a practical limit to how small you can reduce your pipe sizes, regardless 
of flow). 
While RO membranes need replacement about every three years on average, ED membranes 
are more robust and generally last for about 10 years. With ED membranes more 
expensive, the cost of membrane replacement in the two processes is comparable. 
It is probable that an ED unit with a capacity of, say, 200 t/day can be produced for R2000 
to R3000 (J.J. Schoeman, CSIR, pers. comm). Allowing for an energy cost of+ 50c/m3, 
and a few rands for chemical addition, supervision and fi1ter maintenance, the final cost of 
the water so produced would be in the order of R10/m3• It would be impractical to build 
an ED unit any smaller than this because of the basic outlay (circulation pump, hydraulics, 
DC power supply). 
Being dependent on a DC power supply, electrodial ysis lends itself to the utilisation of 
photovoltaics. Photovoltaics are a capital intensive, but they do pay for themselves in an 
area remote from the electrical grid. 
No commercial ED units are available in South Africa to this writer's knowledge. 
2.2.5 Solar Distillation 
o Operating principle 
The sun;s energy is used to heat the saline water, some of which evaporates. The vapour 
circulates by convection to a cooler surface where it condenses and is collected. Distilled 
water is produced in this way. Usually the whole process of evaporation and condensation 
is integrated into one container, typically a basin with a pitched glass cover. Figure 2.10 
shows the basic elements of a basin solar still. Other still types have the water not in a 
horizontal basin, but flowing or cascading down an incline. 
Typically 20 to 50 % of the daily solar radiation is utilized for evaporation of distillate, the 
balance being lost through reflection and radiation from the water and glass cover, and 
through losses to the ground beneath the still. 
Maximum production is reached in mid summer, when the daily solar radiation is at its 
greatest. On clear days 5,0 t per m2 of still area can be produced. In winter time, 
depending on latitude, production in horizontal basin stills decreases to below 2,0 £/m2/d 
on average. Inclined stills make better use of winter time radiation, and their winter time 

















BASIC ELEMENTS IN SOLAR DISTILLATION 
11 Incoming Radiation (Energy) 
2) Water Vapor Production from Brine 
3) Condensation of Water Vapor (Condensate) 







The inside of the basin is usually black to efficiently absorb 
radiation and insulated on the bottom to retain heat. 
Figure 2.10: Basic elements in a solar still 
o Minimum installation 
Solar stills can be built from a variety of commercially available materials such as common 
window glass, aluminium sheeting, polystyrene, bricks and mortar. Provided that standard 
sizes of these components are used in the design, there is practically no economy of scale 
in moving from a 1 m2 still to, say, a l 000 m2 still. There are some savings at larger scales 
in terms of the water supply and collection systems, but these can be off set by the increased 
structural complexity of the larger stills. 
Solar stills can be built for capacities of as little as 2,0 £/d without loss of economy. 
o Operation and maintenance 
Apart from of course supplying water to the still, operation and maintenance is limited to 











gradually decrease the absorbency of the still base, but on the whole solar distillation is 
much more tolerant of scale than other desalination processes. 
0 Costs 
While solar stiils have no economic barrier,of scale as capacity decreases towards just a few 
litres of water per day, they also do not enjoy any significant economy of scale as capacity 
increases. The unit cost of water produced from solar distillation is thus essentially linear. 
Maintenance costs are low, limited to the repair of occasional breakages. There is, 
however, a step in operational costs as one moves from a household installation, where 
labour can be assumed to be free, to large community stills, where it cannot be assumed 
free. 
A range of construction costs quoted in the literature are given in Table 2.5 below. These 
costs· have been converted to 1991 rands using the conversion chart given in Appendix F. 
Table 2.5: Constmction costs of solar stills• 
I Author and date I Still construction cost 1991 Rands/m2 
Frick (1973) 120 
Ahmed (1967) 80 
.. 
Morse (1970) 70 
Delannis {1977) 90 
Maher (1988) 110 
El-Sayed (1976) 260 
Lawand (1973) 170 
van Steendereit (1972) ,120 
·•f• 
I AVERAGE I 128 
" These prices generally only account for material cost. 
Depending on labour costs for construction and maintenance, efficiency of the still, and 
amount of sunshine at the place of installation of the still, the cost of the distillate produced 
by solar stills will be in the order of R30 to R60 per m3• 
The cost of drinking water from solar stills will be less than the cost of distillate, according 











Assuming 1: 1 blending and distillate cost of ~30/m3 , drinking water would cost R15/m3• 
This is the cheapest that drinking water can be supplied from solar distillation. 
2.2.6 Evaluation of small scale desalination technologies 
In evaluating which of the alternative small scale desalination technologies to use in a given 
situation, it is helpful to compare their performance under different headings: salinity of 
water source; availability of electricity; product quality; costs; and minimum operator skills. 
o Salinity of water source 
The level and type of dissolved salts contributing to the salinity of the water source will 
have a marked effect on the choice of technology. As previously stated, salinity levels of 
between 1,5 g/l and 35 g/l total dissolved solids may be encountered. In certain situations 
waters with lower salinities may also require desalination (e.g. for the removal of specific 
ions - fluoride, nitrate, or hardness, or for the production of distilled water for batteries or 
laboratory use). 
Generally, solar distillation and reverse osmosis are more suited than electrodialysis or ion 
exchange for treating waters with high salinities. 
The nature of the dissolved salts must also be taken into consideration. Generally RO is not 
suitable for treating wasters which are scaling in nature (i.e. close to saturation w .r. t. 
CaS04 or CaC03), have high levels of iron, or require the removal of a specific ion only 
(e.g. fluoride). RO may, however, be well suited to removing hardness from water when 
this is non-scaling in nature. Ion Exchange is also not well suited for treating scale forming 
waters, although in industry special processes have been developed to deal with such 
problems. 
o Availability of electricity 
Both RO and ED require electrical power for their operation. In remote areas where 
electrical power is not available, or where costs are high (e.g. from a diesel generating set), 
these technologies may not be suitable. 
The primary power requirement for RO is for pumping to high pressures. This could be 
accomplished with a diesel engine driven pump, but the important aspects of system 
protection by high and low pressure cutouts etc. would require some source of electric 
supply. 











o Product Quality 
The desired product quality may also affect the choice of technology. Table 2.6 compares 
the suitability of the different desalination processes for different product water types: 
Table 2.6: Desalination technology suitability compared with product water required 
Desalination Technology Choice 
product 
Solar distillation Reverse Osmosis Electrodialysis Ion Exchange 
Drinking Water +++ +++ +++ + 
(from brackish 
water) 




Pure water +++ - - ++ 
(e.g. for . 
batteries) 
Softened Water ++ +++ ++ +++ 
LEGEND: 
+ + + well suited, + + suitable, + niay be used, '." not suitable 
o Level of skills to operate and maintain 
The operation and maintenance levels required by the system may influence the choice of 
technology. In areas. where a system is required which must operate on its own with 
minimal attention, the technology selected must match these requirements. where a level 
of technical skills are available, alternative systems may be more easily considered. The 






unskilled, minimum time 
technical skills, significant time 
technical skills, medium time 
low skills, medium time 
The costs associated with each· technology may be divided into capital, running and 
maintenance costs. The source of funding and the ability to pay for ongoing costs will 
influence the choice of technology. For each technology, the associated costs are 











Table 2.7: Qualitative comparison of costs for alternative desalination technoll)gies 
• 
Capital Running Maintenance 
Solar distillation High for all capacities Low (filling and Low: Some glass and 
cleaning) seal replacement, 
periodic descaling, or 
wick replacement 
Reverse Osmosis Very high for small high in terms of High: Periodic 
quantities, medium for pumping and membrane 
larger capacity plants chemicals, as well as replacement, some 
skilled manpower for mechanical component 
supervision replacement 
Electrodialysis Very high for small High in terms of Medium: 
quantities, medium for electrical energy, Membrane 
larger capacity plants chemicals and skilled replacement and 
supervision mechanical 
components 
Ion Exchange High, reducing slightly High, chemicals, High: resin 
for larger capacities replacement and 
mechanical 
components 
Conclusion of evaluation of alternatives for small scale desalination 
Hard cost information on the competing desalination alternatives is hard to come by without 
embarking on an exhaustive investigation. It is clear from the above, however, that neither 
reverse osmosis, electrodialysis nor ion exchange can be economically applied at the 
minimum household demand level of 10 to 20 f per day as specified in Table 2.3. At this 
level, solar distillation is the only option that is economically applicable, and viable from 
a maintenance point of view. 
At demands above this minimum level, the decision about when to switch over to an 
alternative technology will depend on the type of feed water, the type of product water 
required, the availability of electricity and the types of skills available amongst those 
expected to operate the plant. Table 2.8 suggests demand ranges at which the various 
technologies might best apply. Between 200 t/d and 500 t/d solar distillation could only 
be justified if the community being served were dependent on very saline water (e.g. sea 
water), if electricity was unavailable, and if the skills base in the community was low. It 












Table 2.8: Suggested economic· capacity ranges for competing desalination 
technologies, depending on circumstances 
Desalination technology Suggested Capacity Range Favourable indicators for use 
(f/d) 
Solar Distillation 2-200, No electricity supply, very salty water 
(e.g. sea water), 
high sunshine levels, low skills base 
Electrodialysis 100 - 5 000 Feed water TDS < 5 000 mg/£ 
high skills base, availability of electricity 
Reverse Osmosis > 3 000 Availability of electricity, medium skills 
base, feed water TDS < 10 000 mg/t 
Ion Exchange > 100 Specific problem (e.g. N03') as opposed 
to overall TDS problem, high skills base 
Finally, in support of the above discussion about the relative merits of the various 
desalination technologies at small scale, the field experience of Mr A.S. Strydom has 
relevance (extract from letter to CSIR dated 3/4/1989):" 
During November 1985 to April 1986 I was itlvolved in a11 Army project Oil border fanns from Swartklip 
(Westem-Tra11svaal) to Pafuri in the East. 
011e of the problems which struck me from the outset was the lack of drinking water on a large number of 
fan11s. Fanners use various methods to try to solve the problem, i11cludi11g: 
1) de-ionisers 
2) electric distillers 
3) chemicals etc. 
with all the problems that are involved with these methods, most of them very quickly fall imo disuse. 
I tried myself to sell Reverse Osmosis systems but was not successful because the capital and mai11te11a11ce costs 
were 11ot at all economically justifiable. 
Therefore, in my opinion, a system will only work if it can meet the following requirements: 
1) capital cost rea.fonably low; 
2) rugged; 
3) reliable; 
4) little mai11tena11ce work,· 











SOLAR DISTILLATION - SOME BACKGROUND AND 
A BRIEF REVIEW OF SOME STILL DESIGNS 
3.1 Availability of Solar Radiation in Southern Africa 
Solar radiation is a freely available but low intensity source of energy. In Southern Africa the global 
radiation average, measured in kWh/m2/d, varies from 4,5 on the Natal coast to 6,5 in the Namib 
desert (Eberhard, 1990). The intensity of the sun varies through the day and the year according to 
its position in the sky. The sun's position in the sky at noon i.e. the angle between the sun and a 
horizontal plane, hN, at latitude8 L is given by the relation: 
h N = 90° - (L + D) 3.1 
where D is the declination of the sunb. Thus at Pretoria, latitude 26°S, hN is 87,5° at the summer 
solstice, and 40,5° at the winter solstice. To receive maximum solar radiation a surface should be 
perpendicular to the sun's rays. Algebraically 
80P, = L + D 3.2 
where 00 pt is the inclination to the horizontal plane at which a surface will receive maximum radiation. 
For example, at Pretoria 00 pt is 2,5° at midsummer and 49,5° at midwinter. These angles are 
illustrated in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 below. In practice it is seldom economically possible to vary the 
angle of a collector through the year, so the optimum angle would be one that gives the best year 
round average radiation. Cawood and Johnson have plotted the annual variation of total solar radiation 
on horizontal and tilted surfaces for Cape Town and Pretoria (Figure 3.3). From their plot it can be 
seen that a collector would receive the most steady level of radiation year round if it was inclined at 
35° in Pretoria, and 53° in Cape Town. 
While a still should ideally be oriented due north for optimum efficiency (if it was economically 
possible to have it track the sun through the day that would be better yet), it will not lose more than 
5 % efficiency if it is oriented within 30° of true north. The effect of orientation on efficiency is given 
in Figure 3.4, which is due to Balcomb, et al (1975). 
a The angle of latitude at a point on the earth's surface is defined as the angular distance of that point from the equator 
measured upon the curved surface of the earth, and is equal to the angle contained between the line tangential to the polar 
circumference of the earth at that point and the polar axis. 
b The earth's rotates about its polar axis to give us night and day, and it orbits the sun once a year. T11e polar axis is tilted at 
an angle of 23,5° to the plane of the earth's orbit around the sun, called the plane of the ecliptic. This tilt means that a 
hemisphere is tilted towards the sun during part of the earth's orbit, and away from the sun at the opposite point of its orbit. 
These two extremes cause the change of the seasons. The declination is the angle between the polar axis and the nonnal to the 
plane of the ecliptic, and it varies through the year from + 23,5° at the summer solstice to -23,5° at the winter solstice. By 
convention declination is defined for the northern hemisphere, so that in South Africa the sun's declination is negative in summer 










OPTIMUM INCLINATION OF SOLAR STILL 
DURING SUMMER MONTHS 
(SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE) 
L: Angle of latitude 
- 3.2 -
D: Angle of declination, negative by convention in summer 
hN= Solar Altitude at noon 
Optimum Angle of Inclination to the horizontal 
0opt = L + D 
e.g. at summer solstlce (D • -23112"), latitude 25°S 
0opt '" 25° + (-23112°) • 1,5° 
still surface 


















OPTIMUM INCLINATION OF SOLAR STILL 
DURING WINTER MONTHS 
(SOUTHERN HEMISPHERE) 
L: Angle of latitude 
D: Angle of declination, positive in winter 
~: Solar Altitude at noon 
Optimum Angle of Inclination to the horizontal 
0opt=L+D 
e.g. at winter solstice CD = 23112°), latitude 25°S 
0opt = 25° + 23112° = 48,5° 
L+D 
D.A. Still 
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Figure 3.3: Annual variation of total solar radiation on horizontal and tilted 
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Global solar radiation can be separated into two components: the direct component which beams 
directly down from the sun, and the diffuse component which is scattered by the atmosphere, tall 
objects, clouds etc. and which approaches a surface from virtually all angles. Yellott (1963) has 
shown that glass transmittance falls off dramatically for angles of incidence of greater than 50° 
(Figure 3.5). Since nearly all solar stills use a glass cover, the diffuse component of the total 
radiation is not efficiently utilized. The diffuse fraction of global radiation varies according to 
season and location, but in Southern Africa it lies in the range 15 to 45 % • Fortunately in the more 
arid regions where solar distillation is likely to be of benefit the diffuse fraction is generally below 
25% of average global radiation figures (Chinnery, 1971). 
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Figure 3.5: Solar transmittance, reflectance and absorbtance of common glasses according 
to Y ellott (1963) 
Solar radiation in Southern Africa has been monitored by the Weather Bureau since 1951 
(Chinnery, 1971). Sunshine duration and hourly diffuse and total radiation are measured at twelve 
sites around the country, and sunshine duration only is recorded at a further hundred odd sites. 
Using standard equations for relating sunshine hours to global radiation, and correlating with sites 
where radiation figures are available, Eberhard has produced a solar radiation data handbook for 
Southern Africa. Included in this handbook are tables with the calculated radiation values for 
inclined surfaces at each of the twelve main Weather Bureau stations, as well as radiation maps for 
the region for each month of the year. Figures 3.6 and 3.7 are reproductions of Eberhard's 
radiation maps for December and June, while 3.1 and 3.2 are his tables for radiation incident on 
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Figure 3.6: Global radiation for Southern Africa for December measured in Wh/m2/d, 
according to Eberhard (1990). 
Table 3.1: Mean daily global radiation on tilted surfaces, calculated for Pretoria (Wh/m2/d) 
(Eberhard 1990) 
Degrees JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC Annual 
Mean 
5 6288 6029 5435 4835 4528 4310 4540 5277 5969 6329 6367 6812 5560 
10 6232 6052 5566 5085 4877 4712 4934 5633 6183 6403 6335 6717 5727 
15 6142 6037 5661 5302 5195 5083 5297 5953 6357 6436 6263 6590 5860 
20 6014 5986 5721 5485 5479 5421 5624 6234 6489 6428 6152 6421 5954 
25 5850 5898 5744 5632 5726 5722 5913 6472 6578 6379 6003 6213 6011 
30 5652 5774 5732 5742 5934 5984 6163 6668 6624 6289 5818 5967 6029 
35 5420 5617 5683 5815 6103 6206 6370 6818 6627 6159 5597 5685 6008 
40 5157 5431 5599 5849 6230 6385 6534 6923 6585 5989 5343 5370 5950 
45 4868 5212 5480 5846 6315 6519 6653 6980 6501 5782 5057 5035 5854 
50 4566 4962 5326 5803 6357 6609 6726 6990 6373 5540 4754 4683 5724 
55 4241 4685. 5140 5722 6355 6653 6753 6952 6204 5263 4430 4306 5559 
60 3895 4392 4922 5604 6310 6651 6733 6868 5994 4953 4083 3908 5359 
65 3531 4075 4675 5449 6223 6603 6666 6736 5746 4618 3714 3493 5128 
70 3155 3738 4399 5259 6092 6509 6554 6560 5461 4264 3331 3088 4867 
75 2803 3384 4099 5035 5921 6370 6396 6338 5141 3886 2946 2698 4585 
80 2453 3018 3776 4778 5709 6188 6195 6075 4788 3489 2583 2307 4280 
85 2123 2653 3433 4492 5459 5962 5951 5771 4407 3078 2218 1974 3960 
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Figure 3. 7: Global radiation for Southern Africa for June measured in Wh/m2/d, according 
to Eberhard (1990) 
Table 3.2: Mean daily global radiation on tilted surfaces, calculated for Cape Town 
(Wh/m2 / d) (Eberhard 1990) 
Degrees JAN FEB MAR APR MAY JUN JUL AUG SEP OCT NOV DEC Annual 
Mean 
5 7964 7297 6131 4536 3245 2684 2989 3742 4961 6443 7591 Z~P 5459 
10 7948 7407 6363 4860 3554 2989 3304 4033 5198 6589 761] 7882 5645 
15 7881 7470 6554 5152 3841 3276 3599 4298 5402 6693 7587 7786 5795 
20 7780 7484 6702 5411 4103 3542 3871 4535 5572 6754 7523 7652 5911 
25 7630 7450 6805 5635 4338 3785 4118 4743 5706 6771 7411 7477 5989 
30 7432 7367 6864 5821 4545 4002 4337 4921 5803 6745 7252 7256 6029 
35 7187 7237 6878 5969 4721 4193 4528 5066 5862 6676 7048 6989 6029 
40 6896 7060 6846 6076 4866 4356 4688 5177 5884 6563 6800 6679 5991 
45 6563 6837 6769 6143 4977 4489 4816 5254 5867 6410 6511 6330 5914 
50 6190 6571 6648 6169 5056 4591 4912 5297 5812 6215 6181 5942 5799 
55 5795 6264 6483 6153 5100 4662 4975 5304" 5720 5981 5817 5548 5650 
60 5383 5918 6275 6096 5109 4702 5003· 5275 5591 5711 5442. 5129 5469 
65 4941 5544 6028 5997 5083 4708 4998 5211 5425 5405 5036 4682 5255 
70 4473 5148 5741 5859 5024 4683 4958 5113 5225 5066 4604 4212 5009 
75 3982 4723 5418 5681 4930 4626 4885 4981 4992 4706 4148 3723 4733 
80 3491 4271 5061 5466 4802 4536 4778 4816 4728 4323 3674 3271 4435 
85 3030 3798 4673 5215 4643 4416 4639 4619 4434 3917 3220 2819 4119 











3 .2 Basic theory of Solar Distillation 
. 3.2.1 Introduction 
Stills powered directly by the sun generally consist of a water basin or wick, covered by 
sloping glass or plastic, on which water is condensed or collected. The classic basin 
distillation process is represented schematically in Figure 3.8 (after LOf, 1963). Saline 
water is fed either continuously or intermittently to the pool having depths typically ranging 
from 2 to 20 cm. The bottom of the pool has a black surface to absorb solar energy. A 
drain is provided for continuous or intermittent discarding of the brine. The condensate 







- -Solar Radiation , Substont1olly f:l<1l0w 2 Microns 
. - Thermal Rod 1at ion , Substont1011y Above 5 Microns 
Figure 3.8: Schematic cross section of basin solar still and diagram of principal 
energy flows (after Leif, 1966) 
The still receives direct and scattered (diffuse) solar radiation, and long wave thermal 
radiation from the atmosphere. A portion of both types of radiation is reflected, according 
to the angle of incidence of the radiation and the reflectivity of the surface, and a portion 
passes into the glass. Of the radiation that is not reflected, the long wave radiation is 
completely absorbed in the glass, the short wave solar radiation only partly, according to 











A portion of the incident solar energy having been transmitted by the cover, LOf continues 
as follows: 
Solar energy transmitted by the cover is partially absorbed in the salt water, the major 
portion being absorbed on the basin bottom. Heat is conducted from the bottom swf ace into 
the salt water, thereby increasing its temperature and vapour pressure; partial vaporization 
into the open air space then occurs. Convection currents carry the warm, vapour-laden air 
to the transparent cover, which is generally 10 to 30°F [6 to 17 °C] cooler than the brine. 
Moisture condenses on the underside of the cover, the heat of condensation being conducted 
through the cover to the surrounding atmosphere,' the partially dehumidified air drifts back 
to the surface of the brine for further moisture addition. A thin film of condensate flows 
down the transparent cover to the collecting trough, from which it passes to storage. Un-
evaporated brine, typically about half the feed, is run to waste, thereby preventing salt 
deposition. 
Before going on to describe the distillation mathema,tically, it is important to describe the 
modes of heat transfer operative in the process - conduction, convection, evaporation and 
radiation: 
3.2.2 Conduction, Convection Evaporation and Radiation 
o Conduction: 
Thermal conduction is a process by which heat diffuses through solid bodies or through 
stagnant fluids. The Penguin Dictionary of Science (Fourth edition, 1971) describes thermal 
conduction as follows: The transmission of heat from places of higher temperature to places 
of lower temperature in a substance, by the interaction of atoms or molecules possessing 
greater kinetic energy with those possessing less. In gases the heat energy is transmitted 
by collision of the gaseous molecules, those possessing the greater kinetic energy imparting, 
on collision, some of their energy to molecules having less. Conduction in liquids is mainly 
due to the same process. In solid electrical conductors, the chief contribution to thermal 
conduction arises from a similar process taking place between the free electrons present. 
The inreraction of the molecules responsible for thermal conduction in solid electrical 
insulators arises from the elastic binding forces between the molecules, which are effectively 
fixed in space. The law governing conductive heat transfer between two points at 






rate of heat transfer (W/m2) 
thermal conductivity of the material at that temperature (W/m°C) 











The thermal conductivity of pure metals is a function of their electrical conductivity, and 
is thus easily determined. For other materials the value of k has to be determined 
experimentally. 
o Convection: 
Again drawing from the Penguin Dictionary of Science, convection is the transference of 
heat through a liquid or ga.s by the actual movement of the fluid. Portions in contact with 
the source of heat become hotter, expand, become less dense and rise; their place is taken 
by colder portions, thus setting up convection currents. 
When heat transfer occurs between a solid surface and its adjacent fluid, the rate of heat 






rate of heat transfer (W/m2) 
heat transfer coefficient (W/m2°C) 
temperature difference between the surface and the fluid mass 
While this in itself is a simple relation, the evaluation of the coefficient he is exceedingly 
complex. It is a function of the geometry of the surface, the flow characteristics and the 
physical properties of the fluid. In most practical cases the heat transfer coefficient is 
evaluated from empirical equations obtained by correlating experimental results using 
methods of dimensional analysis. These coefficients are generally given by a relationship 
between one dependent dimensionless group, the Nusselt number (Nu), and three other 
independent dimensionless groups, the Reynolds number (Re), the Grashof number (Gr) and 
the Prandtl number (Pr), depending on whether free or forced convection applies. These 
dimensionless numbers are given by the following expressions: 
Nu= hXlk 
Pr = (Cplllk) 







gravitational acceleration (9, 81 m/ s2) 
heat transfer coefficient (W/m2°C) 
thermal conductivity (W/m°C) 

















dynamic viscosity (kg/ms) 
kinematic viscosity (µ./ p) (m2/s) 
characteristic length of a system (m) 
In the case of solar stills, the characteristic length of the system, X, would be the distance 
between the surface of the water and the glass. 
o Evaporation 
In distillation an important mechanism of heat transfer which is linked to convection is 
evaporation. When water evaporates it changes phase from liquid to gas, a change 
involving a significant step in the enthalpy, or heat content, of the water. For example, the 
enthalpy of 1 kg of water (as liquid) at 25 °C is 105 kJ. The enthalpy of water vapour at 
25 °C is 2547 kJ. The difference is known as the latent heat/enthalpy ofvaporiza.tion of 
water, hfg· At 25°C h1g is equal to 2442 kJ/kg. At l00°C it is equal to 2257 kJ/kg. When 
an air stream entrains water vapour at a warm surface and carries it to a cooler surface 
(which has a lower vapour pressure3) some of the water vapour will condense out of the 
air stream at the cooler surface until equilibrium is re-established. When convection 
currents are established between a warmer and a cooler surface, there will be a continuous 
transport of water vapour from the warmer to the cooler (assuming the availability of water 
at the warm surface). This mechanism transfers a substantial amount of heat, in that the 
enthalpy of vapourisation of the water mass being transported is taken up at the warm 
surface and released at the cool surface. The rate of heat transfer due to evaporation, qe, 
is given by the simple equation 
.where h1g 
3.5 
the enthalpy of vapourisation of water at the temperature of 
evaporation (J/kg) 
the mass of water transferred by evaporation per unit area (kg/m2) 
the rate of heat transfer due to evaporation (W/m2) 
The prediction of me is complex, and closely related to convective heat transfer. 
a In a mixture of gases enclosed in a container of fixed volume, each gas will exert a pressure according to the number 
of moles of that gas present in the container. These individual pressures are termed the partial pressures of the gases, and the 
total pressure exerted on the container is their algebraic sum. Vapour pressure is the partial pressure of water vapour. If water 
in the liquid form is present in an enclosed space at a given temperature, the vapour pressure will adjust through evaporation 
(or condensation) until it stabilims at the saturation vapour pressure of water vapour at that temperature. The saturation vapour 
pressure of water vapour is not linearly proportional to temperature e.g. at 1°C it is 656 Pa, at 10°C it is 1227 Pa, and it is 
101350 Pa at 100°C (at which temperature boiling occurs because the vapour pressure within the liquid is equal to the 












Thennal radiation is a process of heat transfer from one body to another by electromagnetic 
wave motion. All bodies emit radiation and the transmission of the radiant energy does 
not require a carrying medium. Thermal radiation detected as heat occurs mainly in the 
visible and infra-red regions of the electromagnetic spectrum. The calculation of thermal 
radiation is based on the Stefan-Boltzmann law which describes the emissive power of a 
blackbody, eb, to the fourth power of the surface absolute temperature, T 
where a Stefan-Boltzmann's constant = 5,67 . 10-8 W/m2K4 
This equation yields the heat flux emitted by a black surface. To compensate for the fact 
that the amount of heat flux emitted by a real surface is lower than that for a black surface, 
an emissivity factor, €, is added to the above equation. a In addition there is a continuous 
exchange of energy between surfaces which can see each other, so that the net rate of heat 
transfer from a surface at absolute temperature T1 to another surface at absolute temperature 
T2, is given by the equation 
3.6 
For specific situations, various correction factors are applied to the formula to take account 
of the body shapes, the viewing angles, the radiation properties of the surfaces and of the 
fluid media through which the thennal radiation passes. 
3.2.3 Mathematical description of solar distillation 
The solar distillation process has been mathematically described by Dunkle (1961), and 
Malik (1982) among others. 
Dunkle proposed the use of a natural (free) convectionb relationship within solar stills and 
proposed the model described in this section for understanding the basics of the 
thermodynamics of the distillation process. 
a Common values of' are: water at 100°C, 0,95; smooth glass at 22°C, 0,94; commercial aluminium sheet at 100°C, 
0,09; polished precious metals at ambient temperatures, 0,02. 
b Fluid motion due entirely to the action of gravitational forces is usually called natural flow. If natural flow is not 
confined within a space by solid boundaries, it is referred to as free convection (in general, however, no distinction is made 
between them). For free convection, therefore, it is taken commonly that the motion of the fluid is caused by the action of the 
bouyancy forces arising from the density variations in the fluid owing to the temperature difference between the fluid and the 













The still is irradiated with direct and scattered solar radiation, H6 , and long wave 
atmospheric radiation1 , HL (Figure 3.9). Of the long wave radiation a
8
LHL is absorbed in 
the glass, (1 - a8JHL is reflected from the glass, and none passes through the glass (glass 
is opaque to long wave radiation). Of the short wave radiation a
8
Ps is absorbed in the 
glass, 1Hs passes through the glass and (1 - a8s- 1)Hs is reflected from the gfass. aw1Hs 
represents the amount of solar radiation absorbed by the basin. (1 - aJ1Hs is reflected 
back to the cover. A reasonable daily average value for the transmittance, r, of window 
glass would be 0,8 (Figure 3.5). The glass is at temperature T
8
, the water surface in the 





Figure 3.9: Heat fluxes for a solar still (modified from Morset 1968) 
Of the energy absorbed at the bottom of the still, a portion qk, will be conducted away, part 
will go into heating the water, cw
8
, and the remainder will be carried away from the water 
surface by convection, radiation and evaporation. This portion of absorbed heat is 
transferred to the lower surface of the glass, passes through the glass by conduction, and 
is carried away by convection and radiation from the upper surface of the glass. A 
simplified "thermal circuit" for this system is depicted in Figure 3.10. 
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Figure 3.10: Thermal circuit of basin type solar still (modified from Dunkle, 1961) 
Assuming steady st.ate conditionsa·the equations for the various energy rates are: 
Heat balance on the water: 
3.7 
The heat balance on the glass cover: 
3.8 
Examining equations 3. 7 and 3.8 it can be seen that in order to maximise qe 
a) the transmitted radiation, T Hs, should be maximised - this can be done by orienting 
the still perpendicular to the sun's rays; 
b) the transmissivity of the cover should be high (most plastics have lower 
transmissivity than glass); 
a In reality the radiation varies through the day as the sun moves through the sky, and according to cloud cover. This 
in tum means that the temperatures T"', T, and T. vary through the day. Modelling the unsteady state conditions, or transient 
analysis, is beyond the scope of this text. The steady state analysis described here is sufficient for understanding the interplay 











c) the absorptivity of the base of the still, aw, should be high, i.e it should be non-
reflective; 
d) the base losses, qk, should be minimized - this can be done by insulating the still 
base; 
e) the heat losses from the cover should be maximized - which can be done by 
artificially cooling the cover, or by wind; 
t) the competing heat transfer mechanisms within the still, given by the terms qr and 
qc, should be minimized. 
Except' for j), all of the above are quite easily achieved, though e) not economically (unless 
a large amount of cool water happens to be available and can be diverted to flow in a thin 
sheet over the cover from where it can be simply collected and sent on somewhere useful -
to effect cooling a far greater volume of water is required than can be distilled in a day, so 
the coupling of the cooling of the cover to preheating the feed is not practical). j) is 
complicated by the fact that all three heat transfer terms, qe, qr and qc are proportional to 
the difference in cover temperature between water and cover. To understand how the 
energy transfer is divided between these three mechanisms, it is necessary to express them 
in terms of the parameters of the solar distillation process. This is done in the ensuing 
section. 
o Radiation term, qr 
The radiation exchange within the still between the salt water and the glass cover is given 
by equation 3.6, with the emissivity term in the equation, €, replaced by the standard 
emissivity expression used for the case of two infinite parallel planes of emissivity € 1 and 
€ 2 respectively. 
3.9 
For glass and water € 1 and € 2 in the relevant temperature range are both::::: 0,95, and the 
emissivity term in equation 3.9 reduces to 0,9. 
o Convection term, 'k 
In an enclosed space where heat and mass transfer occur simultaneously, the natural 
convection can be correlated in terms of special Nusselts and Grashof numbers (Dunkle, 
1961; Malik 1981). The buoyancy term in the special Grashof number is modified by the 
density effect due to composition as well as temperature. In a horizontal enclosed air space 
for 3,2.lcP < Gr < 107 the relation between the Nusselt and Grashof numbers is 











In the expression for the Grashof number in this case a T is an equivalent temperature 
difference which includes the molecular weight difference in evaluating the buoyancy effect, 
and for the air water system is given by: 
(PW - P,) 
aT - (Tw - T
8
) + .T 
(269.103 - p) w 
3.10 
where Pw is the vapour pressure of water in N/m2 at the temperature, Tw, of the water 
surface and P8 is the vapour pressure of water at the temperature T8 of the glass. In this 
range of Grashor s number the size of the space does not affect the heat transfer coejjident, 
which, from empirical correlations, over the normal range of still temperatures can be 
approximated by: 
[ 
(P - p ) lt/3 
he - 8,84.10-4 Tw - T
8 
+ w g .Tw 
(269.la3 - P w) 
3.11 
Substituting for he in equation 3.4 the convective heat transfer rate inside the still between 
the water in the base and the glass cover becomes: 
3.12 
o Evaporation term, qe 
The derivation of the evaporative heat transfer rate is described by Malik (1981). 
The ~vaporative heat transfer derives from convection. The heat input from convection is 
qc. The air that is being moved is being transferred from the water surface (temperature 
Tw), to the glass underside surface (temperature Tg). The mass of air transferred per unit 
area per unit time by free convection, ma, is thus given by the expression: 
3.13 
where cpa = specific heafl of air at constant pressure (J/kg°C) 











It is reasonable to assume that the air next to the water surface is saturated at the water 
temperature, and that the air and the water vapour observe the ideal gas law (PV = nRT), 
therefore the specific humidity (or mass of water per unit mass of dry air) may be derived 
as follows: 
pa Kr PW -----
na v nw 
Ma.Pa PW.MW 3.14 .. 
ma mW 
mW MW .. ---· PW 
ma Ma (Pr-P w) 
Thus, the mass of water vapour transferred per unit area per unit time from the water 






. Mw pw he 
m - - . ·-
w Ma (PT-Pw) cpa 
the molecular weight of water vapour (18 kg/mole) 
the molecular weight of the dry air (~29 kg/mole) 
the number of moles of water vapour transferred 
the number of moles of dry air transferred 
the total pressure inside the still ( = pa + p w ~ 100 kPa) 
3.15 
Similarly, the mass of water vapour transferred per unit area per unit time from the glass 
surface, mwg is given by: 
3.16 
Then the net mass of water vapour transferred per unit area per unit time, m · e• is given by 
the difference of the expressions 3.15 and 3.16, i.e. 
3.17 
The rate at which heat is transferred from the water surface to the glass cover on account 












In a practical situation P wand Pg are considerably smaller than PT and therefore, one can 
simplify the expression for qe (equation 3.18) by equating (PrPw).(PT-Pg) to Pl)a. The 
equivalent mass transfer coefficient he may then be written in terms of t~e heat transfer 
coefficient he as: 
h - hfg • MW . ...!_ • h 
~ c M P c 
pa a T 
3.19 
Substitution of the appropriate values for the different parameters yields: 
. 3.20 
Malik also demonstrates an.alternative derivation of equation 3.19, starting with a relation 













mass transfer rate (kg/hr) 
mass transfer coefficient (kg/m2) 
density of dry air (kg/m3) 
density of water vapour (kg/m3) 
surface area over which transfer takes place (m2) 
and again assuming ideal gas conditions. 
3.21 
The ratio of he to he gi en by equation 3.20, 0,013, requires some correction for the 
simplifying assumption made in moving from 3 .18 to 3 .19, namely (PT-P w). (Pr Pg) is 
approximately equal to PT2• The valueof this ratio that has been proven empirically to 
match test results most accurately is 16,273.10"3 (Dunkle, 1961; Talbert, 1970; Cooper 
1974). Thus the heat transferred per unit area per unit time by evaporation from the water 
surface to the glass cover is best given by: 
3.22 
Each of the energy transfer modes found from equations 3.9, 3.12 and 3.22 can be 
expressed as a fraction of the total energy transferred at the water swface (qr= qr + qc 
+ q,) at given water suiface and cover temperatures, Tw and Tg• as shown in Figure 3.11. 
a The full expansion of the term is P1
2 
- P J>1 - P1P, + P J> ,. The last term is < < P/, but the middle two 
do become quite significant at temperatures approaching I00°C, so this is a rough approximation in the normal 











Figure 3.11 shows that, for a given glass/water temperature difference Tw - Tg, the fraction 
of the total energy transfer effected by evaporation, qe, rises sharply with Tw, at the expense 
of qc and qr. This effect is unchanged right through the glass/water temperature difference 
range 2°C to 50°C. The figure is not saying that the magnitude of energy transferred by 
each of the modes does not increase monotonically with Tw, only that the energy fraction 
attributable to each term does not necessarily do so. It can be seen that by designing for 
high mean temperatures of operation the evaporative fraction predominates. In practice this 
is achieved by small water depths to reduce storage effects, high internal absorption and low 
conductive losses (i.e. good insulation). Preheating of the feed, where possible, is also 
advantageous. 
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Figure 3.11: Energy transfer fractions due to evaporation, radiation and convection in a solar 
still at the water surface, as a function of water temperature Tw. 











3.2.4 Efficiency of a solar still 
The efficiency of a solar still, 11, is defined as that fraction of the incident global radiation 
which it is able to convert to useful work, in this case the distillation of water. 
Algebraically 
3.23 
mass in kg of the water distilled per unit area (kg/m2) 
enthalpy of vaporisation of the water at its feed temperature 
(J/kg) (77 = 2442 k:J/kg at 25°C) 
global radiation incident on the still area (J/m2) 
Efficiencies reported by authors range from 20% to 50% for conventional basin stills, with 
the variation largely attributable to the method of construction, and to the latitude of the 
place at which the measurements were made (by convention the radiation figure used is 
generally that for a horizontal surface, even though a still might be inclined). 
The efficiency of a still is in fact a fairly meaningless parameter when quoted in isolation. 
Because the energy incident on the still is free, it does not matter how much of it is put to 
use. In contrast the collection apparatus is not free, and thus the only meaningful number 
to tag to a still is its capital cost per litre of daily output capacity. 
Efficiency is useful, however, in enabling the comparison of essentially similar designs, 
where only one parameter is being varied (e.g. brine depth, glass thickness etc.). 
3.3 History of Solar Distillation 
The first significant scale solar distillation plant was commissioned in 1870 at Las Salinas in Chile 
(Frick and Hirschmann, 1973). This basin still produced 20 m3/day to provide drinking water for 
a nitrate mining community, and it was in operation until 1910. Its production is reported as being 
4 to 5 £/m2/d, as good as any basin-type still today. 
Multistage flash (MSF) distillation technology eclipsed solar distillation early this century, and 
latterly reverse osmosis has been gaining market share from from MSF (see Chapter 2). 
In spite of its inability to compete with modem industrial desalination processes at scale, solar 
distillation is still unchallenged in its applicability at small scale in remote areas. The most 
commercially successful use to date was the supply of 200 000 inflatable plastic stills to the U.S. 
Armed Forces during World War II (Malik, 1982). Since. 1945 there has been sustained research 
in this field, and several fairly large community stills have been constructed in various parts of the 












Country Location Built Size Cover 0 Purposeb 
Australia< Muresk Jd 1963 4.000 ft 2 G ws 
Muresk lid 1966 4,000 ft 2 G ws 
Muresk IV 1971 2,513 ft 2 G ws 
Muresk Mk VJ 1973 1.960 ft 2 G WS 
Coober Pedyd 1966 34.000 ft 2 G WS 
Coober Pedy Mk VJd 1972 4.900 ft 2 G WS 
Caigunad 1966 4,000 ft 2 G ws 
Caiguna Mk Vil• 1972 400 ft 2 G WS 
Hamelin Poold 1966 6.000 ft 2 G ws 
Griffithd 1967 4.450 ft 2 G E 
Griffith Mk Vld 1970 2,513 ft 2 G E 
Griffith Mk VII 1972 l ,504 ft 2 G E 
Towns ville 1971 2,513ft 2 G E 
Darwin Mk VI 1972 980 ft 2 G ws 
Mt. Derrimut Mk VJ 1972 490 ft 2 G ws 
Cape Verde J slands Santa Maria do Said 1965 8.000 ft 2 p ws 
Chile Las Salinas d -1872 48.000 ft 2 G WS 
Quillagua 1968 1.076 ft 2 G 
Greece Sy mid 1964 28,920 ft 2 p E,WS 
Symi lid 1968 27 .924 ft 2 p ws 
Aeginad 1965 16.040 fl 2 p E,WS 
Aegina lid 1968 15.766 r1 2 p ws 
Salamisd 1965 4.l80ft 2 p E.WS 
Patmos 1967 93,000 ft 2 G ws 
Kimolos 1967 27,000 ft 2 G WS 
Nisyros 1969 22.000 ft 2 G WS 
Fiskardo 1971 23.628 r1 2 G WS 
Kionion 1971 25,776 ft 2 G WS 
Megisti 1973 27,150 ft 2 G WS 
India Bhavnagar 1965 4,050 ft 2 G E 
Mexico Natividad Island, 1969 1,024 fl 2 G ws 
Baja California 
Pakistan Gwadar I 1969 3,286 ft 2 G ws 
Gwadar II 1972 97,433 ft 2 G WS 
Spain Las Marinasd 1966 9,350 ft 2 G ws 
Tunisia Chakmou 1967 4,730 fl 2 G ws 
Mahdia 1968 14,000 ft 2 G ws 
USA Daytona Beach, Florida 
Original Deep Basin d 1959 2.450 ft 2 G E 
Second Deep Basin d 1961 2.650 ft 2 G E 
Large lnftated Plasticd 1959 2.330 ft 2 p E 
Church World Serviced 1963 1,600 ft 2 p E 
USSR Bakharden, Turkmeniad 1969 6,450 ft 2 G E,WS 
Bukhara region, Uzbek 
SSR' 1975 5425 n• G E 
West Indies Petit St. Vincent 1967 18,400 ft 2 p WS 
Haiti 1969 2,400 ft 2 G ws 
0 G = glass. P = plastic. 
6 E =experimental. WS = waler supply. 
• Australia stills of Mk VI and Mk VII types constructed with bottom insulation under part 
or all of stills. 
d No longer operating. 
• Waste heat also supplied. 
1 Multiple-ledge tilted type. 
Figure 3.12: Large stills listed by Delyannis (1973) 
It is interesting to note the high proportion of discontinued stills. Large community stills have often 
proven difficult to maintain, and tend to fall into disrepair within a few years (Gomkale, 1988). 
With modern RO and ED technology now in competition with solar distillation, it is unlikely that 











3.4 Designs of Solar Still 
Figure 3.13 illustrates some of the most common solar still designs. Stills a, b, c, d, g, h, i and 
j in the figure are all variations of the basin still, sometimes referred to as the greenhouse still 
because of its resemblance to a greenhouse. An alternative to the basin still is the inclined wick 
still {still! in the figure), which makes better use of the available solar energy during the winter 
months when the sun's elevation in the sky is lower, depending on latitude. Another design which 
makes better use of the sun in the winter months is the inclined tray, or cascade still, still e in the 
diagram. Of the two inclined stills, the wick still has the advantage of simplicity of construction. 
Another attractive feature of the inclined wick still is that it operates wih a very shallow water 
depth {as deep as the wick) which allows it to raeach a higher operating temperature than most 
bas\n stills. The inclined wick still was first described by Telkes in 1956, and is illustrated in more 
detail in Figure 3.14 .. In the 1960s it was considered too complex and the wick impractical because 
it could be expected to rot in situ (Lof, 1966). 
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Figure 3.14: Inclined wick still 
The multiple effect inclined wick still, illustrated in Figure 3.15, re-uses the enthalpy of 
\ 
vaporization/condensation of the distillate with each successive effect or cell, much as in the case 
of multistage flash distillation. This is very attractive because, as has been shown in section 3.2, 
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wick which is fixed on the back of the metal cover plate of the still. The brack water is able to 
flow down the back of this plate without dripping down to the floor of the cell because of the 
capillary suction of the wick. The cover plate, which is insulated to maintain .it at a high 
temperature, becomes hot and this heat passes by conduction through the plate to the brack water 
in the wick. The water is heated and some of it evaporates, to condense on the floor, or base of 
the cell, which is at a cooler temperature because it is not directly irradiated. In condensing this 
first effect distillate gives off its enthalpy of vaporization to the base plate, which is cooled by the 
brack water feed of cell number two, which is in turn heated by the heat of condensation being 
given off to that plate in cell 1. Cell, or effect, 2 then passes its distillate's enthalpy of 
vaporization on to cell 3 in the same way, and so on for as many cells as are economically 
justifiable. How many cells would be economically justified? This will depend on the efficiency. 
Assuming each cell operates with the same efficiency, fl, the total mass of water produced by the 
combined cells, me (kg/m2), will be the sum of the geometric series 
Hs('fl + Tl2 + t}3 + ••• + t}n) 
hfg 
incident radiation (J/m2) 
enthalpy of vaporization (J/kg) 
the number of cells 
3.24 
Table 3.3: Progression of magnitudes of 71°· tenns in equation 3.24, showing economic 
number of cells for different values of 71 
Tl ,.,2 Tl) Tl4 Economic 
number of 
cells* 
0,2 0,04 0,01 0,002 l 
0,3 0,09 0,03 0,008 1 
0,4 0,16 0,06 0,026 1 
0,5 0,25 0,13 0,063 2 
0,6 0,36 0,22 0,130 2 
0,7 0,49 0,34 0,240 3 
0,8 0,64 0,51 0,410 4 
* On the assumption that each ceJI, after cell l, is built for half the price of cell l. 
Table 3.3 above shows the magnitudes of the fin terms of this series for increasing numbers of cells 
and for increasing magnitudes of fl. If each cell added to the first cell costs only half as much to 











when the increase to the total efficiency to be gained by adding the next cell is less than half the 
efficency of the first cell. From Table 3.3 it can be seen that the economic number of cells for 
efficiencies of 30%, 50% and 70% is I, 2 and 3 respectively. With a 3 cell unit operating with 
70% cell efficiencies, the total of the efficiency term becomes 153%. Such a still will produce 
nearly four times as much per unit area as the typical basin still operating at 40 % efficiency, at 
a cost per unit area of about double that of the basin still. In other words, the water cost would 
be halved. If this were possible, as is claimed by Ouahes and le Goff (1987), this type of still 
would be very attractive. Other authors (Dunkle (1961), Yeh (1987, 1988, 1990)) claim 
efficiencies in the region of 50%. In this case a double effect still could be produced having an 
effective total efficiency of 75%, and costing 1,5 times as much per unit area. This is only 
marginally better than the basin still (typical efficiency 40% .) 
Conclusion from review of designs: 
The basin still is worth investigating bacause it is the best established design and appears to be very 
simple and reliable. 
The inclined wick still shoulb be investigated because of its potential to yield a greater volume of 
distillate in the winter months when the sun is low in the sky (at Southern African latitudes). 
The multiple effect still should be investigated to establish whether it is reliable, and whether it is 
more cost-effective than more conventional designs. 
3.5 Southern African experience with solar distillation 
While little research has been done on solar distillation in Southern Africa, in comparison with the 
rest of the world, two initiatives should be mentioned. 
3.5.1 CSIR work in the 1960s in South West Africa 
The CSIR researched several different still designs in the 1960s in South West Africa (van 
Steenderen, 1972). Their work eventually focussed on the basin still, and field units were 
built at five sites. The prototype selected was constructed on the ground, using bricks for 
the foundation, sand for insulation, butyl rubber for the lining, and square aluminium tubing 
for the frame (Figure 3.16). Figure 3.17 shows the full installation of the still. No 
provision has been made for cleaning the basin (it would necessitate removing a portion of 
the cover glass), but with the proposed continuous flow operation salt build up should not 
be too rapid. The daily production for the stills at these sites was monitored for a calendar 
year (1970) and these daily totals were then averaged over the calendar months to produce 
Figure 3.18. On this figure the production has been plotted per still, each still having a 
5 m2 area. The summer production is typically about 4 £/m2/d, and in winter it drops to 











3,4 £/m2/d, which seems a little high in the light of Figure 3.18. Its material cost was R48 
(1970 prices) for the full 5 m2 still. Converting (see Appendix F) to 1991 prices this 
equates to R610, or R122 /m2• The labour cost was estimated at R31 (1970 prices). 
At the culmination of this work an excellent technical guide was produced, with full 
instructions for home manufacture of the prototype. 
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Figure 3.16: The 1960s CSIR basin still prototype, material details 
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Figure 3.18: Production rates of CSIR 1960s basin still prototype operated at five 
different localities in SW A. 
3.5.2 Rural Industries Innovation Centre (Botswana) 
A second solar distillation initiative in Southern Africa took place in Botswana at the Rural 
Industries Innovation Centre (RIIC) during the mid 1980s (Rural Industries Innovation 
Centre, 1987). RIIC began research into the problem of treating saline groundwater after 
a request for help from the Kgaligadi District Development Council in 1981. After testing 
various basin still prototypes, a Mexican design was selected as offering the best potential 
(Figure 3.19). This still comprises a black fibreglass base 1,5 m by 1,0 m, with a pitched 
glass roof. Fibreglass is an interesting choice of material. It is prohibitively expensive -
each 1,5 m2 basin cost over R600 - but it was chosen over masonry because of its suitability 
for centralised production. Masonry was also found to be unsuitable because of its tendency 
to crack and fall into disrepair. 
At three settlements in the Kalahari the RIIC constructed distillation plants comprising 60 
to 80 still units, all feeding their distillate into a common collection tank. The whole area 
was surfaced to enable what little rain there was to be collected and it was fenced off to 
prevent damage by animals. The local council payed a member of the community to take 
responsibility for the operation and maintenance of the plant. Such a plant was found to 











At Zutshwa, one of the places where stills were installed, the salinity of the feed water was 
230 000 mg/ f, which is seven times saltier than seawater! Such salinities are, apparently, 
not uncommon in inland salt pans. Interestingly the stills were not adversely affected, only 
requiring more frequent cleaning. It was initially hoped to earn a substantial revenue from 
the sale of salt from the Zutshwa still, but apparently this has not worked out (the market 
is resistant to unrefined salt). 
glass cover 
















The RIIC stills production has shown the same pattern as that found for the basin stills in 
South West Africa in the 1960s (section 3.4.1, Figure 3.18) i.e. a maximum of up to 
5 t/m2/d in summer, dropping down to less than two 2 t/m2/d in winter. 
3.6 Problems encountered with solar stills 
The following problems with solar stills are described in the literature. Remedies are suggested 
for some of the problems, where applicable. 
o Large scale community-based stills generally fall into disrepair through the lack of adequate 
administration and management. There is little enough maintenance to be done (filling, 
cleaning of glass weekly, removal of scale buildup at longer intervals) but failure to rectify 
glass or pipe breakages will seriously affect the workings of the whole plant. In the case 
of large stills where several hundred metres may be under one glass cover, a glass breakage 
affects the efficiency of the whole unit. The hydraulics of such large installations are also 
complicated by the competing needs to drain the distillate, and to keep the water in the 
hasins evenly spread. (Gomkale, 1988 and Natu, 1979) 
o Several authors make mention of algal growth in the basin stills as being a long-term 
inhibiting factor on still productivity. This can be controlled by addition of an algicide such 
as CuS04 addition (Ahmed et al 1967). 
o Concrete or brick and mortar have often been used in the construction of large scale stills. 
Where the basins are long (lOOm is not uncommon in large stills) then it becomes very 
difficult to prevent the cracking of the still basins due to differential settlement of the still 
foundation. Such cracking can cause the total failure of a basin due to brine loss. 
Prevention through reinforcing the base is expensive, and asbestos cement does not fare any 
better. (Frick and Hirschmann, 1973) 
o Where the feed water has a high suspended solids content, the still basins will silt up over 
time, decreasing their efficiency (Ahmed, 1967). A cure for this would be to hold the feed 
water in retention dams for a sufficiently long period before allowing it to pass through to 
the still (conventional coagulation, flocculation, filtration is presumably out of the question 
in the context of a site where a still is applicable). An alternative to retention might be 
horizontal roughing filtration (gravel/coarse sand filtration). 
o In the 1960s plastic covers were promoted by some authors. It was felt that their higher 
thermal conductivity (being thin) would allow a greater degree of cooling of the still cover. 
It was also felt that they were cheaper (Hay, 1973). Nowadays it is generally accepted that 











a) plastic covers are in general less wettable than glass, in other words the condensate 
on a plastic cover is more inclined to form droplets which 1) reflect some of the 
incoming radiation and 2) tend to drop back into the basin; 
b) plastic covers are more prone to wind damage, as they flutter; 
c) plastic covers do not last under UV light - even the modem plastics having high UV 
resistance will not last more than a few years before they will become brittle and 
, crack; and 
d) plastic cov~rs cloud with time, reducing their transmissivity; 
o Some stills are designed without easy access for cleaning. Most basin stills have to have 
panels of their glass cover removed to allow cleaning, so cleaning is often not done. Yet 
cleaning is necessary, even in continuous flow processes, because of the buildup of scale 
that occurs on the basin floor, on wicks, and on the water surface. (Natu, 1979) 
o Stills installed in areas that regularly experience extreme weather conditions (wind, hail) are 
prone to damage (Gomkale, 1988). This can be allowed for to an extent by increasing the 
thickness of the glass (but thicker than 5mm will lead to significant fall off in efficiency, 
especially on cloudy days), by anchoring the stills, and by installing hail screens if hail is 
a problem. 
o Stills need to be protected from animals, and often from children. Gomkale (1988) even 












DESCRIPfION OF EXPERIMENTAL WORK ON SOLAR DISTILLATION 
4.1 Early efforts - separating the heating and evaporation/condensation functions 
One of the first solar distillation units tested experimentally separated the heating and the 
evaporating/condensing functions into two separate compartments. The thinking behind this idea 
ran as follows: 
o The rate of evaporation is proportional to the temperature difference between the water 
surface and the condensation surface, which in the case of a conventional still is the inside 
of the transparent glass cover. In conventional stills this temperature difference is typically 
5 to 10 °C. 
o If one could therefore route the heated feed water to a point where it was released to 
condense on a much cooler surface, the rate of evaporation would increase. 
To test this idea the apparatus shown in Figure 4.1 was constructed. The brack water was stored 
in an insulated tank which was provided with a false floor about 5 cm above its base. The cool 
brack water ( + 20 °C) was routed to a conventional solar heating panel, where it would be heated 
to about 60 °C (temperature depending on flow rate and sunshine intensity). The hot water was 
then routed to the lower compartment of the feed storage tank, that formed beneath the false floor 
mentioned above. This lower compartment comprised a pool of hot water above which was fixed 
a corrugated aluminium roof. This roof was the false floor of the upper cool storage section. The 
proposed principle of operation was that water vapour would rise from the hot water to the cooler 
corrugated roof, where it would condense and run off into a system of distillate collection channels. 
The roof temperature would remain relatively cool, as all heat transferred to it would be quickly 
conducted away by and dissipated within the large body of cool brack water stored above it. 
Flow through the system was to be ensured by the head difference between the water in the upper 
brack water storage compartment to that in the evaporation chamber, and by the thermo-siphon 
effect of the solar panel itself (the heated water in the panel rises, creating a thermal suction or 
siphon in its wake, which brings in fresh cool water). 
The system worked hydraulically after one or two hitches in the distillation collection had been 
rectified, but its performance as a distillation apparatus was poor. Looking back with the benefit 
of hindsight it is possible to understand why this idea was not fated to succeed. It was shown 
mathematically in the previous chapter that the evaporative heat transfer in a distillation process is 
in fact far more sensitive to operating temperature, Tw, than to the brine/cover temperature 
difference, Tw-T
8
• This result was illustrated in Figure 3.11, which depicted the energy transfer 
fractions in a solar still as a function of Tw. This fact was not well understood at the time of 










FIGURE 4.1: SOLAR HEATER DRIVEN 
DISTILLATION PROCESS 























How much distillate could be produced by such a system? Solar heaters typically operate with 
efficiencies of 30 to 50%, depending on the temperature of the feed and the flow rate (Chinnery, 
1971). Assume a 40% efficiency for this panel, which we will say has a 1 m2 area. Assume an 
average day's radiation, 20 000 kJ/m2. At 40% efficiency 8 000 kJ will be utilized to heat the 
brack water. Water has a thermal capacity of 4,2 kJ/ °C, in other words 8 000 kJ could be used 
to heat 100 litres of water by 19 °C, say from 20 °C to 39 °C. Assume a perfectly insulated 
connection between the solar panel and the evaporation/condensation chamber, the heat input to the 
evaporation/condensation chamber will then be 8 000 kJ. Referring to Figure 3 .11, which although 
developed for the conventional still will nevertheless hold roughly true for this situation, it can be 
seen that with a water/cover temperature difference of 19 °C and a water temperature of 39 °C, 
the evaporative heat transfer fraction will be 50% of the total transferred through evaporation, 
convection and radiation from the water surface. Assuming zero heat losses from the brine, 
4000 kJ of heat will be transferred through evaporation, which has a mass equivalent of 1,6 kg of 
water. In reality the figure will be more like 1 kg because some heat will be lost between the solar 
heater and the evaporation chamber, and some in the waste brine stream, and because convection 
in this confined space cannot be expected to be as high as that for the conventional solar. still, for 
which Figure 3.11 has been developed. A conventional solar still, receiving 20 000 kJ/m2 of 
radiation, would produce 3,5 litres of water, at far lower cost! 
This exercise demonstrated the truth of the conventional wisdom that a little knowledge is a 
dangerous thing. In fact it will never pay to couple a solar heater to a solar still purely to increase 
the efficiency of the still, because solar heaters cost more to build per m2 than do solar stills, 
without being able to operate at higher efficiencies. a 
4.2 Subsequent work - comparison of basin and wick stills; optimisation of wick stills 
The remainder, and bulk, of the experimental work done in this reearch proceeded on three fronts: 
o A basin still obtained from the Rural Industries Innovation Centre (RIIC) in Botswana was 
monitored because this is the classic still design and it gives one a good basis for 
comparison. 
o Work was done on the multiple effect inclined wick still, with a view to optimising the 
design. 
o Work was done on the single effect inclined wick still, and the design was optimized. 
Figure 4.2 shows work in progress on the three still types: the single effect inclined wick stills are 
to the left, the basin still is in the middle, and the multiple effect inclined wick still is to the right. 
a Taking advantage of available waste heat (cooling water from an engine perhaps) would be a different matter, 
again providing this energy could be collected at a cost not higher than justified by the increase in productivity of the 
still. Another aspect, demonstrated in Chapter 6, is that it is advantageous to construct the header feed tank to the still 











Global radiation was measured half-hourly with a Kipp and Zonen solarimeter, and the daily 
radiation totals were checked against those obtained by the Weather Bureau at their Pretoria Forum 
station, 10 km west of the CSIR. Figure 4.3 shows the solarimeter with its coupled integrator, 
which is standing on top of a Honeywell 24 channel recorder (used for temperature measurements). 
Figure 4.2: General layout of experimental work on solar stills: single-effect inclined wick 
still to left; basin still in the centre; and multiple-effect inclined wick still to 
right. 
Figure 4.3: Kipp and Zonen Solarimeter and integrator; Honeywell 24 channel 











4.3 Basin Still 
The basin still obtained from the RIIC was monitored intermittently between April 1988 and April 
1991. Distillate production was measured at least daily, but at times more often. For a month in 
1989 the distillate production was measured continuously with the help of a strain gauge and a chart 
recorder. Glass and water temperatures were recorded morning and noon for a few months using 
thermocouple wires and the 24 channel Honeywell recorder. The midday inside glass temperature 
is generally about five degrees cooler than the water in the basin, and about five degrees warmer 
than the outside glass temperature. During the night temperatures revert to the ambient 
temperature. Typical basin water temperatures during the heat of the day are 60 to 70 °C. The 
most important data collected on the basin still (distillate production and global radiation) is 
included in Appendix B. 
4.4 Multiple effect inclined wick still 
The multiple effect inclined wick still is attractive on paper but difficult to implement. Figure 4.4 
below shows the multiple effect inclined wick still on the test rig at the CSIR. The feed water is 
required to flow down the underside of the cell cover, with the distillate on the cell floor. 
It requires some ingenuity to get the feed water to flow in and out of the still without mixing with 
the distillate. Figure 4.5 illustrates the top, side and bottom edge details of the multiple effect still 
worked on in this research. The top edge detail shows three different methods tried for getting the 
water to flow into the still without dripping down to the cell floor. In the first method tried, 
method (a), water was inroduced to a channel on the outside of the frame. This channel was 
perforated in a way to permit the passage of water through to the wick. Unfortanately the rubber 
seal required at that joint (not shown in the diagram) caused the gap between the perforations and 
the wick to be large enough to allow a significant fraction of the feed to dribble down to the cell 
floor instead of being drawn into the wick. Method (b), which routed the feed into a 5 mm 
perforated plastic tube fixed to the still roof, proved more successful, but a large amount of salt 
was still found to be coming through in the distillate stream at the bottom. One of the principal 
problems with this type of still is that it is a closed box: trouble shooting is difficult when you 
cannot see what is actually happening. The final feed method, method (c), had the wick extending 
outside the still frame into a trough where it could suck up the feed water. Though inelegant, this 
method proved successful. 
Another problem area is the fixing in place of the wick, which must cling to the roof of the still 
cell. Initially the wick was stretched and clamped in place on the sides. This worked at times but 
when dry the cloth tended to billow, with the result that brine would drip onto the condensate 
surface. The wick was then glued along the edges and in the middle, but without the stretching 
and clamping. This proved even less successful. The method that has now been found to work 
satisfactorily is to attach the cloth to the aluminium plate using an aerosol adhesive spray, although 











A remaining problem is the collection and removal of distillate and brine from the bottom of the 
still. The outlets fitted to the still on manufacture were of a compression kind that required a tube 
of internal diameter of about 3 mm, with the result that the still constantly develops airlocks. It 
is now believed that this may all along have been the principle cause of the brine/distillate 
crossflow contamination. Some data from tests on this still conducted in June and August 1990 are 
included in Appendix C. 
The difficulty experienced with getting this still to work reliably prompted some serious doubt 
about its applicability in a rural context. When working it may be more efficient in terms of 
distillate produced per square metre of still area, but it is not simple and reliable. It is also not 
going to be more cost competitive than a single effect solar still: from the literature it appears that 
a multiple effect still functioning well will double the output of a single stage inclined wick still, 
but it was found to be more than twice as expensive to build, so there is no advantage in this 
considerable increase in complexity. a 
Figure 4.4: Multiple effect inclined wick still on the test rig at the CSIR 
a The decision to build this still was influenced largely by the paper of Ouahes and Le Goff (1987), who claimed it as 
a "hardy, high yield solar distiller" . They claim production figures of 15 t /nr/d, which is at least three times that which could 
be achieved by a basin still. Closer inspection of the paper reveals a very sparse data set, and no evidence that the still's 
production was ever measured over a full 24 hours. It is quite possible that the still's midday production has been extrapolated 
over a ten or twelve hour period to give the quoted 15 £/d. Subsequent reading of the papers by Yeh (1987, 1988, 1990) 
· indicate that production for this type of still is actually in the range 6 to 8£ /d - i.e. about double that for basin stills. Dunkle 
( 1961) is also interesting on this subject: The ultimate utility of the multiple effect diffusion still depends on the development of 
an economical unit capable of long periods of trouble-f"ee operation. Many problems remain to be solved, particularly with 
regard to the maintenance of proper flow conditions ov'er the plates. Problems of corrosion, sedimentation, scaling and salt 
deposition require further study. This experience has at least taught this researcher to treat others' research with more scepticism, 
particularly when claims of unusually high perfonnance are being made. In the main, it .seems that people do not so much read 











































































































































































































































































































4.5 Inclined Wick Still 
The single effect inclined wick still (Figure 4.6) proved much more successful. After initial 
success with the first two inclined wick stills a further two were built to enable various parameters 
of the design to be tested. These four stills are shown with their feed tanks in Figure 4.7. 
The following measurements were made for the inclined wick stills on a daily basis: global 
radiation, distillate production, ambient temperature range, feed water flux and salinity. Certain · 
parameters were varied for comparative purposes. These included the wick type, the feed water 
flux and the feed water salinity. The primary results of these tests appear in Appendix D, and the 
results are analysed in Chapter 5, Results and Discussion. 
Other aspects that were tackled were the rate of fade of the dye in the wick, discussed in Chapter 
5, and the problem of reduction in wettability of a glass surface exposed to the atmosphere, 
discussed in Chapter 7, Implementation. 
Figure 4.6: Single effect 























RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
5.1 Productivity and efficiency of the basin still 
Figure 5 .1 shows the productivity of the basin still over the calendar year. The radiation data that 
goes with this production appears in Figure 5.2. As can be seen the two plots bear a strong 
resemblance to each other. The correlation between production and radiation for the basin still is 
given in Figure 5.3. Above 10 MJ/m2/d the relationship between output and radiation can be 
approximated by the equation: 
where: Md - mass in kilogrammes (or volume in litres) of distillate 
24 hour global radiation (MJ/m2) 
The efficiency of the still through the calendar year is shown in Figure 5.4. It can be seen that the 
efficiency lies in a band between 30 and 40 % , with the average being closer to the latter in the 
summer and the former in the winter. 
The low output that occurs on some summer days is generally due to rain and overcast conditions. 
Provided that provision is made for rain collection this need not be a problem. However on 
overcast but dry winter days production can drop to as little as 0,5 litres/m2. 
Efficiencies are generally slightly lower and more scattered at lower sun intensities (Figure 5.5). 
This is because there is a higher fraction of diffuse radiation on some of the days where the global 
radiation measurement is low. Diffuse radiation is not able to penetrate the glass cover as 
effectively as direct radiation. 
Figure 5.1: 
Annual variation 
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Effect of basin water depth on the basin still 
Some authors hold that it is optimum to maintain a shallow depth of water in the still's basin. In 
order to examine whether this effect could be detected over the likely operating range of the 
prototype being tested at the CSIR, each of three different water depths were maintained for a 
period of about two weeks each during September/October 1989. The depths tested were 10 mm, 
20 mm and 30 mm, corresponding to volumes in the still of 15, 30 and 45 litres. The average 
efficiencies measured for the three depths were: 





The plots of the efficiencies over the respective test periods appear in Figure 5. 6 below. All that 
can be concluded from these tests is that the efficiency of the basin type solar still is not 
significantly affected by changes in its water depth over the likely operating range of 10 to 30 mm. 
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5.3 Productivity and efficiency of the inclined wick stills 
Figure 5. 7 shows the productivity of the inclined wick still prototypes tested at the CSIR in Pretoria 
over a calendar year. The radiation data that goes with this production appears in Figure 5. 8. 
During the period of testing the radiation was particularly variable, which makes these plots harder 
to interpret than Figures 5.1 and 5.2, which showed the same data for the basin stills. However 
there is once again a strong correlation between productivity and radiation, and this is illustrated 
in Figure 5.9. 
Figure 5. 7: 
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Figure 5.9: Correlation betwee_n global radiation and productivity of inclined wick still as 
measured at CSffi, Pretoria, August 1990 to July 1991. 
A line fitted through the data in Figure 5.9 has the equation: 
where: Md -
Q rad - -
mass in kilogrammes (or volume in litres) of distillate 
24 hour global radiation (MJ/m2) 
This line is similar to that obtained for the basin still (Figure 5.3), being only slightly steeper (slope 
0,21 versus 0,20). It is however when plotting the variation of the inclined wick still's efficiency 
through the year (Figure 5 .10) that one observes a marked difference to the pattern observed for 
the basin-type still. Whereas the basin still shows a drop-off in efficiency in the cooler winter 
months, the inclined wick still comes into its own in the winter, showing efficiencies of over 50 % . 
The higher efficiency is achieved through the more favourable orientation of the absorber plane 
during the winter months when he sun is at an angle of almost 50° from the vertical (the efficiency 
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5.4 Parametric analysis of inclined wick still design 
In order to better understand the operation and design of an inclined wick still four parameters were 
selected for closer examination: the flow rate, or flux, of the feed water; the salt concentration in 
the influent; the distance between the glass cover and the still wick (the still depth, not the same 
as water depth in a basin still); and the type of material used for the wick. 
5.4.1 Effect of feed water flux on wick still 
Figure 5.12 below shows the observed relationship between feed water flux and still 
efficiency. The data indicate that there is an optimum flux of about 1,5 f/m2/hr. When the 
flux drops below 1,0 f/m2/hr the still starts to dry out and there is a drop-off in efficiency. 
When the flux gets too high (above 3,0 l/m2/hr) the effect of the loss of heat from the 
system through the waste brine becomes marked. In practice it is difficult to regulate such 
low flows, and thus it is encouraging that there is a wide zone (1,0 - 3,0 f/m2/hr) of flux 
that can be tolerated without serious penalty. It should also be noted that this plot groups 
together data from days of varying solar intensity. On the cooler days the optimum flux 
would be at the lower end of the range, while on the warmer days it will move up. Again 
in practice the still will operate at a fixed flux regardless of weather. so this sort of general 
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5.4.2 Effect of feed water salinity on the wick still 
An important practical consideration for any desalination process is its sensitivity to the 
salinity of the influent. In the case of membrane processes such as Reverse Osmosis the 
process becomes significantly more costly as the salinity of the feed water increases. Figu{e 
5.13 shows that increasing feed water salinity from 100 to over 100 000 µSiem (from tap 
water salinity to double sea-water salinity) has no effect on the efficiency of an inclined 
wick still. While there is a certain amount of scatter in the data owing to the variability in 
the weather over the period that these tests were made, it can be seen that the mean 
efficiency is insensitive to increasing salinity. 
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Figure 5.13: Effect on inclined wick still efficiency of increasing feed water salinity. 
5.4.3 Effect of basin depth on the wick still 
In designing an inclined wick still it is important to know whether there is any significance 
in the depth of basin which is specified. Obviously there will be material savings if a 
shallower basin is used, so this is the economically desirable direction in which to go. In 
August 1990 four basin depths were simultaneously monitored, and the comparison of their 
average efficiencies over the test period is given in Figures 5.14. The depths chosen were 
40 mm, 70 mm, 100 mm and 150 mm. As can be seen the average efficiencies varied 
little, but there is evidence that 70 mm is optimum. The deeper still is disadvantaged in that 











could explain the 4% lower average efficiencies observed for the 150 mm still as opposed 
to the 70 mm still. At very shallow depths one will begin to restrict the freedom of the 
convective vapour currents that transport the vapour from wick to glass, and this effect may 
be responsible for the slight drop off in efficiency observed from 70 mm depth to 40 mm 
depth (1 %). Quite apart from thermodynamic considerations, it is impractical to build the 
inclined wick still much shallower than 70 mm because of the need to accommodate the 
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Figure 5.14: Average eft'iciencies of wick stills of varying depth 
5 .4.4 Effect of wick fabric type and colour on the wick still 
Tests were done to check whether it mattered particularly what kind of fabric is used for 
the wick in the still. The first test that a fabric must pass is a basic absorbency test. An 
absorbent fabric will show a definite capillarity: it will be able to draw water up into itself 
against gravity. To be successful in an inclined wick still it should be able to pull water up 
at least 5 centimetres against gravity within a few minutes. In contrast a non-absorbent 
fabric will show a low capillarity, taking hours to pull water up only one or two 
centimetres. A fabric that was found to be unsuitable was a densely woven synthetic sold 
as gabardine. Crimplene. cotton t-shirt and cotton/polyester t-shirt fabric display good 
absorbency and capillarity. 
New black cotton, faded black cotton, new black crimplene. and faded black crimplene were 
monitored side-by-side to determine if there was any measurable difference in the efficiency 
of inclined wick stills attribu to these differences in fabric type. Figure 5.15 shows the 











fabric was in which still at each stage. As can be seen from the key, the fabrics were 
rotated halfway through the test to ensure that differences between stills wouid be averaged 
out. The resulting plots (Figure 5.15) indicate that the stills are relatively insensitive to the 
difference between a fully natural and a fully synthetic fabric. In fact the average efficiency 
for the cotton fabric through the test was 40,9 % , while that for the synthetic was 39, 6 % , 
with standard deviations of 4,9 and 5, 1 % respectively. The average efficiency for the 
faded fabrics was 40,4 % , and that for the new was 40, 1 % , with standard deviations of 5,0 
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of efficiency of natural and synthetic, new and faded fabrics 
in inclined wick stills. 
While intuitively an unfaded natural fabric might seem the best to use in an inclined wick 
still, these experiments show that the still is in fact fairly insensitive to the blackness or 
synthetic mix of the fabric used. Provided it is absorbent and retains at least a dark grey 
colour when wet, it will perform adequately. 
Comparative tests were also performed on cotton t-shirting and crimplene to monitor the 
rate at which the dye fades when the fabric is exposed to the sun. After 65 days the fabrics 
had both faded appreciably, but to about the same degree. Unfortunately the cotton fabric 
disappeared before the next observation was made, which was after 152 days. The 
remaining crimplene fabric had continued to fade and had reached a point where re-dyeing 
would be advisable. In all cases only the upper side of the fabric fades. so that before re-














Figure 5.16: Degree of dye-fading observed after five months (152 days) 
Based on these tests, the following wick maintenance schedule can be proposed: after six 
months use the wick should be rinsed and inverted; after one year's use it should be re-
dyed. With time the wick can be expected to rot, but the fabric is under no stress so it 
should last for several years. A synthetic or synthetic/natural blend fabric should last longer 
in the sun than a fully natural fibre. As an initial rough estimate, for costing purposes, a 
wick life of three years is suggested. 
5.5 Comparison of the wick still and basin still 
Figure 5. 17 shows that there is no significant difference in the response of wick and basin stills to 
solar radiation during the months when the sun is close to vertical in the midday sky. During the 
winter months, however, when at Southern African latitudes the sun is between 40 and 60° from 
the vertical, it becomes highly advantageous to be able to have a collector surface which is tilted 
towards the sun. The basin still is horizontally orientated and averages only 1, 7 f/m2/day 
production in the winter. The inclined wick still produces double that. 
Although it is perhaps acceptable to have some fall off in water production during the winter 
months, when drinking water consumption will be lower, the basin still's winter production is 











a unit has to be sized to guarantee a certain minimum production throughout the year, then the 
inciined wick still would allow a more economic design at Southern African latitudes. 
In equatorial regions, where the suns position in the sky is not so affected by the seasons, there 
would be little advantage to be gained from using an inclined still. It is interesting to note, 
however, that all the world's dry, arid regions are situated on or outside the tropics. 17ze 
implication is rhat most places in the world where desalination of brack water or seawater would 
be desirable are situated at latitudes where the inclined still has a major advantage. 
Wherever a still is erected, it needs to be out of the way of animals and children who may 
inadvertently damage the glass. Roofs are well suited for this end. On flat roofs a basin still can 
be easily installed, while an inclined wick still will require some kind of support frame to achieve 
the desired inclination towards the sun. In contrast, on pitched roofs an inclined still can be easily 
installed, but it would be quite impractical to install a basin still. As the majority of houses in 
South Africa have pitched roofs, inclined wick stills would generally prove easier to install. 
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Field tests have been conducted at two locations: the farm of Mr Dawid Pieterse in the Matlabas 
valley of the Northwestern Transvaal; and in the village of Paulshoek, which is on the Leliefontein 
reserve in Namaqualand. 
6.1 Matlabas Valley: Pieterse's farm 
6.1.1 Field test unit description 
The basic unit constructed for both th~ Matlabas test and the Namaqualand test was an 
inclined wick still of approximately two square metres area. The stills differed, however, 
in the design of the header tank for storing the feed water. In the case of the still installed 
on the farm of Mr Pieterse, the header tank was made integral to the still, being formed 
essentially by a compartment above the wick area. This still is shown in Figure 6.1, with 
the glass cut away (accidentally!) which gives a better impression of the design. The total 
still area is 2,0 m2 (outside measurement), with the wick area 1,6 m2 and the header tank 
0,3 m2• The header tank has a capacity of 24 litres, which is a day's capacity at 1,5 litres 
per square metre of wick through a ten hour day. This means that the tank need only be 
filled once daily to give the still enough water to operate. Having a glass cover the header 
tank not only stores the feed water, but it also pre-heats it. Thus although the wick area 
is only 1,6 m2, the still utilizes the solar energy incident over its full 2 m2 area. The 
estimated retail cost of this still is R440, tax included. 
Figure 6.1: Inclined wick still of 2 m2 area with integral header tank used for field 











Flow from the header tank to the wick is controlled by two orifices sized to permit the 
optimum feed rate. These orifices are of 0,5 mm diameter, and may need to be unblocked 
from time to time. The glass cover is attached by a system of aluminium clips which allow 
it to be relatively simply removed and refitted. 
The still was erected on the roof of an outbuilding, and there was sufficient water pressure 
to allow for the still to be filled from a nearby tap. The slope of the roof was 20° and its 
orientation was East-North-East. Figure 6.2 below shows the general arrangement. 
Figure 6.2: Field test in progress on the Pieterse farm, Matlabas Valley. 
6.1.2 Quality of feed water 
Owing to the recent good rains in the Northwestern Transvaal, the Pieterse's borehole is 
currently delivering water of quality better than typically experienced by them. An analysis 
done on a sample taken from their borehole (Table 6.1) shows that this water is within 
acceptable limits for domestic consumption, although the total salinity of 1500 mg/ fa 
indicates a water that would be unpleasant to the taste and which would be poor for 
washing. 
a Salinities quoted in this chapter were measured in the field with a tempei:atu~e compensatin~ WTW c~nductivity meter. 











Table 6.2: Field test results for the Pieterse farm, Matlabas 
Date Feed water (litres) Distillate (litres) 
28/4/91 20,0 8,0 
29/4 20,0 7,5 
30/4 20,0 8,5 
115 21,0 8,0 
215 19,0 8,0 
3/5 20,5 7,5 
415 20,5 8,5 
I Average distillate 8,0 
6.1.4 Design weaknesses and lessons learned 
Two pieces of glass comprised the glass cover of the wick area of the still. Each piece 
measured 900 x 915 mm x 3 mm. These pieces were supported on only three sides, with 
the joint between the two pieces of glass being unsupported. This arrangement apparently 
gave unsatisfactory support to the glass because, whether due to wind or thermal stresses, 
the glass was found to crack. Although two spare pieces of glass were left on the farm they 
soon also cracked and this test terminated. Building on this experience the stills installed 
in Namaqualand were provided with extra support for the glass and to date no problems 
have been experienced with the glass covers there. 
6.2 Paulshoek, Namaqualand 
The village of Paulshoek is situated on the Leliefontein Reserve of Namaqualand, and has a 
population of approximately 500 people. The village does not appear on any but the most detailed 
maps, but it is 20 km south east of Leliefontein, which can be found east of Kamieskroon. While 
Leliefontein itself lies on the watershed of the Kamiesberg and enjoys an annual rainfall of over 
300 mm, Paulshoek is on a semi-desert plateau and has only 100 mm. The water in the village is 
very brackish, as it is in most of Namaqualand and the Karroo to the east. At present those 











transported from the nearest sweet water source. This is R50/m3 compared with the Rl/m3 
typically paid by city dwellers in South Africa for their domestic water! The Kamiesberg 
Ontwikkelings Vereniging is presently investigating what can be done to improve the quality of the 
Paulshoek water supply, and it was through this initiative that the CSIR came to be invited to set 
up some vilot stills at the village. 
6.2.1 Field test unit description 
Two inclined wick stills were fabricated, each of similar design. The header tank was in 
this case provided by a rack of black low density polyethylene (LDPE) piping of 50 mm. 
internal diameter. The rack had an internal volume of 22,3 litres, or a day's supply at the 
recommended feed rate. To allow batch filling the rack was fitted with an air bleed valve 
at its upper end. The wick area was 1,8 m2• Flow control was by means of 1h " brass 
valve. The expected retail cost of this still is R500, tax included. 
One of the stills was installed on the roof of the village school (Figure 6.3), the other at the 
house of the chairman of the water committee, Mr Karl Joseph (Figure 6.4). 
Figure 6.3: 
Inclined wick still, 
with rack style 
header/heater tank, 
installed on the 











The still at the school was fixed on the roof which was pitched at 20° and orientated F.ast-
North-East. It was installed in a way that it could be filled by connecting the feed pipe to 
a tap in the schoolyard, or by pumping with a small handpump from a water container. 
This latter measure was made necessary because of the unreliab.ility of the supply at the tap. 
Figure 6.4: Inclined wick still mounted on wooden frame at Mr Joseph's house, 
Paulshoek. 
The still at Mr Joseph's house was mounted on a wooden frame, which can be adjusted to 
two settings: 50° for the winter months, and 25° for the summer. The point of mounting 
it on a frame and not on a roof was to allow it to be more easily viewed by the community. 
6.2.2 Quality of feed water 
A sample of the water taken at Paulshoek from the village water supply reservoir was found 
to have a conductivity of 334 mS/m, which equates to a Total Dissolved Solids content of 
approximately 2230 mg/ f. This is over the maximum health specification of 2000 mg/ f. 
In addition the flouride and chloride contents of the water are above health limits. The 
analysis of the water is given in Table 6.3 below. Apparently the quality is at times poorer 
than this. For interest samples were also taken at Garies and Kamieskroon, the two towns 
on the N7 route to the west. At Garies the municipal water supply had a TDS of 3150 
mg/ f, and at Kamieskroon the figure was 2900 mg/ f. The flouride levels are 1,9 and 2,0 
mg/£ respectively. The Namaqualand town of Bitterfontein to the south has groundwater 












Table 6.3: Chemical analysis of water being used for domestic consumption in 
Paulshoek, Namaqualand 
Description Recommended Maximum Observed 
limit allowable 
(SABS 241-1984) limit 
(mg/ f) (mg/f) (mg/f) 
Sodium (Na) 100 400 195 
Nitrate and Nitrite (as N) 6 10 1,4 
Sulphate (S04") 200 600 162 
Chloride (Cl) 250 600 776 
Flouride (F) 1,0 1,5 2,0 
I 
Total Dissolved Salts (TDS) 500 2000 2230 
6.2.3 Field test results 
While the still at Mr Joseph's house is functioning well and is being cared for and 
monitored on a daily basis, the still at the school is to date only intermittently used. 
According to the Water Committee the school still functions about as well as the still at 
Mr Joseph's house, but to date records have not been kept so it is impossible to verify this. 
The problem is partly due to the unreliability of the water supply to the school, but the real 
explanation probably lies in the lack of any individual responsibility for the still (the 
problem is being followed up with the water committee and the school head, and will 
hopefully be resolved after the resumption of school on July 15). Mr Joseph on the other 
hand benefits personally from his still and takes good care of it. He says he is very happy 
with it and as a result of it he no longer has to transport water from the sweet water well 
5 km distant. 
A violent storm which struck the Western Cape on 26/6/91 turned the wooden frame, on 
which the still was mounted, onto its side. One of the glass panes had to be replaced and 
the frame was staked at all four comers to prevent a recurrence. There were no readings 
between 26/6 and 2/7. 
The results from the still at Mr Joseph's house are plotted in Figure 6.5 below. The data 




































Field Test Results for Joseph's Still 




Frgure 6.5: Field test results for the Mr Joseph's still, Paulshoek 
The average distillate produced was 7,3 t/d. The wick area is 1,83 m2, but the still panel's 
full area is 1,95 m2• On this basis the still's production is 3,74 t/m21/d. One has somehow 
to take account of the LDPE pipe heater/header assembly, which has a projected area of 
0,7 m2• Using then the total projected area of 2,65 m2 the still's production is 2,75 t/m2/d. 
The average daily solar radiation on a horizontal surface for this area at this time of year 
is 12 600 kJ/m2 (20 000 kJ/m2 on a surface inclined 50° to the horizontal). Using the 
standard equation the still's efficiency is 53 %. The cost per litre of distillate is 3,8 cents, 
allowing for amortization over an expected 10 year life, and for maintenance (see section 
7.3). In assessing these results it is interesting to note that they span almost exactly the 











6.2.4 Design weaknesses and lessons learned 
Flow into the still was through a single inlet, situated at the top of the still to one side of 
the mid-panel glass support. From this inlet the feed was required to spread evenly 
throughout the full area of the wick. To ensure that it reached the far comers it was 
necessary to open the inlet valve to allow a flow rate greater than optimum. It also meant 
that the still was particularly sensitive to differences in level between its left and right sides. 
Both of these problems would have been avoided if the panel area had been restricted to 
lm2 • 
The heater/header rack was not a good idea for the following reasons: it effectively doubled 
the area required for installing the still; it was not cheap, costing a total of R60 in pipes and 
fittings; and it required too much attention to level the pipes in a way that would prevent 
airlocks from forming. 
6.3 Conclusions from field tests 
6.3.1 Panel design 
The design used for the Matlabas test is more cost effective than that used in the 
Namaqualand tests. It is also more compact and easier to install. More thought will need 
to be given to the arrangement for allowing water to pass from the header tank through to 
the wick area. The present arrangement, a fine orifice (0,5 mm) seems likely to be prone 
to blockage. Relatively simple changes to the inlet could however allow for the orifice to 
be scoured hydraulically during filling, and this could lengthen the intervals between 
maintenance on the orifice. 
6.3.2 Panel size 
It was for reasons of labour economy that the field test prototypes were made to the full 
scale expected to be sui for a household solar still unit ( 2 m2). With the benefit of 
hindsight, however, it would be better to make the standard still panel 1 m2 in area. Users 
can then buy as many panels as are required to meet their daily needs. A 1 m2 panel is the 
more convenient, practical size in terms of transport, erection, feed water distribution 












7 .1 Optimum design 
The best year round production is given by the inclined wick type stills. The multiple-effect 
inclined wick stills are not reliable enough for use in practice, and though they display high 
efficiencies when they work they are no more cost effective than the ordinary single-effect inclined 
wick still. 
The recommended design is thus a single-effect inclined wick still of the type installed on the 
Pieterse farm during the first field test (see Section 6.1). This design would be modified to allow 
for hydraulic scouring of the throughflow orifice, and the panel area would be restricted to 1 m2• 
It should be noted that this size is nominal: the actual size is determined by the standard size of 
glass sheet as made by glass manufacturers. By sizing the still to take the standard glass sheet 
uncut there is a significant saving in the price of the still. The actual outside dimension of the still 
is 1125 mm x 915 mm. 
Figures 7.2, 7.3 and 7.4 show the proposed final prototype. The thinking behind the proposed 
"scale-free" inlet arrangement is detailed in section 7.5.3. Other minor details to note are: 
o The sizing of the wick baffle at 30 mm is not arbitrary. The 20 mm baffle used in the 
Paulshoek still was a little low for effective damming of feed water when the still is inclined 
to 50°. At flatter angles, say 20 to 30° as on most pitched roofs, the dimension would not 
be so critical. 
o The sizing of the outlets at 15 mm is also intended. These outlets, particularly the distillate 
outlet, operate under very low heads because of the dimensions of the apparatus. Use of 
smaller diameter tubes can cause air-locks and distillate overflows. 
7.2 Expected life of still 
The wearing materials in the still are: 
o The wick. As mentioned in Section 6.4.4 the wick would need to be re-dyed annually, and 
should be inverted midway between these services. The wick life is estimated at three 
years. 
o The basin. The basin has in all tests to date been made from aluminium sheeting. A 
corrosion audit conducted after seven months of testing found the metal to be in good 
condition, showing very little sign of pitting. Any pits that did perforate the still over time 
could be repaired fairly simply, as the basin is not under pressure. Mild steel, galvanised 











thick), and may not last as long. Copper is prohibitively expensive. HDPE plastic might 
work, but the moulding would be very costly at the volumes expected for this market, and 
the plastic itself is not cheap. The soft aluminium alloy that is commercially available is 
recommended, and its design life can be estimated at 10 years. 
o The glass: The glass will not wear, but accidents during maintenance and storm damage 
can not be discounted. Assume a pane will last four years. 
o The rubber seals: Assume replacement every two years. 
The expected still life can thus be set at 10 years, with some replacement of wearing parts along 
the way. 
7 .3 Cost of distilled water from this design 
The materials in this design would cost RllO at retail prices. Allowing R60 for a man-day to do 
the fabrication, R30 for marketing, R50 for profit and R30 for tax the final retail price would be 
R280 for a 1 m2 panel. The user will then still have to provide the pipe work to link the inlet and 
the outlets to the feed and the collection tanks. The latter will also have to be purchased. Half 
inch garden hosepipe retails for R25 for a 30 metre roll, and this should be sufficient for the 
average installation. Jerry cans for collecting distillate and brine retail for R20 for 20 litre cans. 
So the average household will probably have the following outlay: 
Stills, 2 panels R560 
Hosepipe and fittings R35 
Collection jerry (assume R20 
only distillate collected) 
TOTAL: R615 
For this R615 they will obtain an average of say 8 litres of distillate per day, possibly more. In 
summer the figure could get as high as 11 litres, and in winter it may drop to 7 litres. At 8 litres 
per day they will obtain 2920 litres per year, say 2,9 m3 . Depending on their feed water quality 
this may allow them to produce between 3,0 and 6,0 m3 of drinking water per year (assume quality 
800 mg/ e TDS), with the lower limit set for sea water feed (35 000 mg/ e TDS) and the upper for 
feed at 1600 mg/ i TDS. 
Amortizing R615 over 10 years at a 5% real interest rate, the annual payment would be R615 x 
0, 1295, or R79-64, say R80. This amount would have to escalate at the rate of inflation to allow 











The annual maintenance costs would be R5 for glass, R 1 for seal replacement, and R3 for wick 
replacement, making a total of R9, say RIO. This amount would also escalate at the rate of 
inflation. 
The total annual cost for water obtained from the still would be R90, giving a range of R15 to 
R30/m3 for the blended drinking water product, depending on feed water quality. 
Compared with the R26/m3 water that the 100 m3/day state-subsidised Bitterfontein/Nuwerus 
Reverse Osmosis desalination plant is producing, this looks quite favourable. For fairness of 
comparison, however, it should be mentioned that Solar Distillation at that kind of scale would 
require paid maintenance staff, which would push the cost up somewhat. 
Economies can be achieved by providing the still cover with baffles to collect rainwater on rainy 
days. For example, at an annual rainfall of 200 mm (typical for high salinity areas) the still would 
yield an extra 200 litres of water in the year. A more logical solution for the homeowner is, 
however, to concentrate on rainwater harvesting from the full area of his roof, which would yield 
more significant amounts of water. 
7 .4 Types of installation 
How would the still technology be implemented? There would be two basic types of installation: 
the household unit, probably fitted on a roof and supplied by available water pressure (Figure 7.5); 
and the small community plant, probably comprising a number of stills arranged in parallel on the 
ground with a single feed tank, and a single collection tank. Figure 7.6 shows the largest size 
installation that could still be economical and practical, under favourable circumstances - 49 panels 
for an average production of 200 lid of distillate (estimated cost with tanks, soak.away and fencing 
- R20 000). The latter is more economical in the collection and distribution systems, but has extra 
costs such as the fencing off of the area to protect it from animals. From a maintenance point of 
view the household installation is preferable, but in poorer communities such as Paulshoek the lack 
of water pressure and the lack of sturdy pitched roofs makes an alternative approach necessary. 
A manufacturer should concentrate on producing the standard still panel, which could then be 
incorporated into any desired configuration. The panels could be provided with a small operation 
and maintenance guide, along with installation instructions. With the guide a chart could be 
provided giving the users an idea of what production they could expect to get from their stills 
depending on geographical location and the season. For larger installations a design service could 
be provided. 
7 .5 Maintenance concerns 
7.5. l The problem of the reduction of wettability of glass that is exposed to the atmosphere 
If a sheet of glass is exposed to the atmosphere for a length of time a film forms on its 










several months use, the condensate no longer runs smoothly down to the condensate 
collection channel, but forms droplets which fall back onto the wick. The droplets also 
reflect part of the incoming light. This problem is illustrated in Figure 7. 1. 
The problem should if possible be avoided by marking the outside surface of a still cover 
before removing it, and ensuring that it is replaced in the same orientation. Where the 
problem of reduced wettability due to film formation does present itself, however, it can be 
solved by the addition of a solution of dilute ammonia to the feed water. The volatile 
ammonia vaporizes with the water vapour, and dissolves the film on the inside glass 
surface. In the case of inclined wick stills, for example, the addition of 2 ml of 30% 
ammonia solution per litre of feed water returned the glass to its as-new condition within 
48 hours. The distillate should not be drunk for two days after the addition of ammonia to 
the feed. 
Commercial products that are marketed to improve the ability of car windscreens to remain 
clear in rain are particularly unhelpful, as their effect is precisely to decrease the wettability 
of a glass surface. 












7.5.2 Corrosion - points to note 
Discussions were held with Mr Bryan Callaghan, a CSIR corrosion specialist on secondment 
to the S.A. Naval Dockyard Materials Laboratory at Simonstown. The following points 
arose from the discussion: 
o If the still is fitted to a corrugated iron roof, care should be taken to minimize the 
contact between the still panel and the roof. The still should not be fitted flush onto 
the roof, but use should be made of rubber washers to space it a few mm off the 
roof. The points on the roof at which contact is to be made should be soundly 
painted before the still is installed. [This precaution is to protect the roof - the 
patches at which contact is made will tend to collect moisture and will be more 
prone to rust than the rest of the roof.] 
o Crevices created by rivets should be sealed over with silicone rubber or 
polysulphide. 
o If the feed water is expected to be high in copper then it would be preferable to 
make the still basin from mild steel, suitably primed and coated with two coats of 
cold tar epoxy. The presence of copper ions in solution promotes corrosion of 
aluminium. 
o Care should be taken to seal the joints of the polystyrene cladding in such a way that 
rain water will not be able to find its way to the space between the cladding and the 
aluminium basin. If water should become trapped in this space accelerated corrosion 
would occur. 
A corrosion audit conducted by Ron Cromarty, a corrosion and paint specialist with the 
CSIR, on the experimental inclined wick stills after six months of use indicated very little 
corrosion. The use of the softer (and purer) of the commercially available aluminium alloys 
for construction of the basin will promote corrosion resistance. The most likely corrosion 
problem with aluminium is pitting. Fortunately the unit is not pressurised so a small leak 
is not expected to affect its functioning. If corrosion does develop over longer periods of 
use, the basin bottom (where the corrosion will most likely occur) can be sanded and 
painted with a suitable sealing compound (e.g. cold tar epoxy, with self-etching zinc-
. chromate primer underneath) 
7.5.3 Removal of scale 
Temperatures of up to 75°C are reached in the still during the heat of the day. This is 
above the 70°C at which the alkaline scales Mg(OHh and CaC03 begin to precipitate out 











rinsed out when the wick is inverted or redyed (six-monthly maintenance recommended). 
The only point at which scale deposition may present a serious obstacle to the functioning 
of the still is the fine (0,6mm) orifice which permits flow from the header/heater chamber 
to the evaporation chamber. To avoid scale build-up at this point two features have been 
incorporated in the design (Figure 7.3): 
o the feed water pipe has been brought forward to a point just a few mm short of the 
orifice. During filling of the header tank there will be a high degree of turbulence 
at the orifice as the incoming water jets against the partition wall between the 
evaporation chamber and the header chamber. If the still is from time to time filled 
in the heat of the day this incoming stream will be significantly cooler than the area 
around the orifice, and some thermal shocking can be expected to occur. 
o a feed water baffle has been specified 10 mm downstream of the orifice. This baffle 
will ensure that, even at an incline of up to 50°, the orifice itself is always below 
the water surface. Since scale tends to precipitate mainly at the surface the orifice 
should escape the worst of the scale deposition. 
If scale is seen to be forming around the orifice, the addition of several hundred mg/£ of 
acid to the feed water as a shock dose (not recommended on a continuous basis owing to 
corrosion effects) would remove some of the scale. Again the proximity of the inlet nozzle 
to the orifice is designed to maximize the benefit from such acid dosing. 
Failing these measures, the glass cover can be unclipped and the scale can be removed by 
hand with a knife and a pin. Ideally this measure should not be required more often than 
the routine six monthly care of the wick. 
This "scale-free" inlet arrangement has yet to be proven on scaling waters in the field. If 
it fails to achieve its purpose an external connection between the two still chambers will 
have to be used. This would be fitted with a valve that could be adjusted whenever scale 
effects should jeopardize the continuity of flow to the evaporation chamber. This 
arrangement would be both more expensive, thermally less efficient and less elegant, so it 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIGURE 7.3: INCLINED WICK SOLAR STILL 
(SECTION A-A AND DETAILS) 
ALUMINIUM CUP 
DISTILLATE 




SCALE AS SHOWN 
EVAPORAllON 
3mm SHEET GLASS 
Smm RUBBER WEA THERSEAL 
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FIGURE 7 .4: INCLINED WICK SOLAR STILL 
(DETAILS OF ALUMINIUM BASIN) 
SCALE 1: 5 
NOTES; 
1) USE 1,0mm SOFT ALLOY ALUMINIUM SHEETING F'OR ALL DETAILS. 
2) JOINTS TO BE FOLDED, RIVETTEO AND SEALED WITH SILICONE RUBBER. 
(TYPE CLEAR FOR NON-POROUS SURFACES) 
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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The following conclusions can be drawn from the study : 
o Solar distillation is the only desalination technology that offers the possibility of affordable 
desalination at a household scale (from 20 t/d for drinking water only to 100 t/d for 
drinking and washing). 
o Both inclined wick stills and basin stills are simple and reliable. 
o The multi-effect inclined wick still is not rugged and reliable in operation, and is not more 
cost-effective than the simpler single effect inclined wick still. 
o The inclined wick still is the optimum design because its yield is not so much reduced 
during the winter months. Its winter yield averages over 3,0 tlm2/d, and its summer yield 
exceeds 5 f/m2/d on clear days. 
o The inclined wick still is optimally 50 to 80 mm in depth, 1 m2 in area, should have a black 
or nearly black cotton or polyester wick, should be fed at a rate of between 1 and 
· 2 t/m2/hr, and is not sensitive to the salinity of the feed water. ' '-·-
o The recommended standard 1 m2 inclined wick still panel should be able to be retailed for 
under R300. Two of these would be necessary to provide the average household with its 
drinking water throughout the year. Amortizing the cost of a household installation over 
the expected still life of 10 years, and allowing for maintenance costs, the distillate 
produced would have a cost of R30/m3; which would give a drinking water cost of R15/m3 
if one to one blending is applied. According to the market survey this should be affordable 
to a large share of those dependent on brackish groundwater. 
The following recommendation is made: 
o A final prototype inclined wick should be made, taking account of lessons learned from the 
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EXTRACTS FROM AND SUMMARY OF MARKET SURVEY 
FOR SMALL SCALE DESALINATION EQUIPMENT 
Included in this Appendix are the following extracts from the CSIR report Market survey for 
small scale desalination equipment by D.A. Still et al, 1989: 
o short survey of farmers of the Matlabas River Valley, North Western 
Transvaal; 
o survey of black rural villagers in the Potgietersrus area, May 1989; 
o population figures for small municipalities in high salinity areas; 
o sample questionnaire sent to hospitals around Southern Africa; 
o source water quality analyses of Boesmansriviermond and Port Alfred, both 
of which rely on brack water sources for some of their needs. 
The market survey divided the market into the following logical sectors: farmers, 
municipalities, hospitals and clinics, technikons, technical colleges and schools, SA TS 
(railway sidings), black rural and peri-urban dwellers, and the military. The only sectors that 
promised a market for small desalination units were farmers and black rural communities. 
Hospitals do use small amounts of distilled water every day but this is a very small part of 
their running costs and does not concern them. Schools generally use electric distillation 
apparatus supplied by the Education Departments. Again, the high cost of this equipment 
is not a problem to the schools. The SATS could definitely use small scale desalination at 
a few of their more remote sidings, but the number is negligible. The military would go 
for higher capacity processes such as Reverse Osmosis for established bases. 
The only market segments that promised significant demand were farmers and black rural 
communities. These demands are, however, projected to be significant enough to make the 
local development of this technology worthwhile (combined total 3000 to 22500 units). 
A.2 Survey of farmers in the Kiesel District, Matlabas Valley 
A.2.1 Introduction 
Farmers in Namaqualand, the Eastern Cape, Northern Cape and Northern Transvaal, as well 
as northern Namibia, experience problems with saline water sources in general. Farmers use 
many different methods to address the problem of producing drinking water for their own 
use, including de-ionizers, electrical water distillers, chemicals etc. However, most of these 
soon break down under the conditions on the farms. This has lead to the general opinion 











resigned to live with their brackish water. Others pipe or collect water from alternative fresh 
sources, often at great cost. 
A short survey was done on farmers in the area lying between the Matlabas and Limpopo 
rivers in the Kie.sel district. The survey was done to test the farmers' feelings on the need 
for desalination, the possible application of small solar distillation units (20 I/day) and their 
reaction to a possible price (R 500 - R 1 000). 
Farms in this area generally have an ample supply of water, but in many cases the water is 
not fit for consumption by humans or animajs. 
A.2.2 Details of sample of farmers surveyed 
K. Venter 
Matjiesfontein 
PK Kiesel (832) 
2 J.J. Fourie 
Canterbury 
PK Kiesel (923) 
3 S.W.H. Smit 
Zanddrift 
PK Kiesel (663) 
4 Johan Stander 
Canterbury 
PK Kiesel {950) 
5 M.J. Roux 
Worchester 
PK Kiesel {737) 
6 J. Gouws 
Ventershoop 
PK Kiesel {815) 
7 A.M. McAlpine 
Hendriksdal 
PK Kiesel (815) 




9 Piet Lee 
Wentzel 
PK Kiesel (818) 
Brackish water in boreholes. Drinking water pumped and 
transported from river. 
When river not flowing-> problems. Gets water from river 
(5 - 6 km). Boreholes high Fl and No3·. 
Water very hard. Drinking water transported from river (1 -
2 km). 
No problems with drinking water. 
Strong borehole with good drinking water near house. 
Boreholes turn brackish after rains. Two boreholes in use. 
No problems with drinking water. Ample water on farm. 
Borehole water undrinkable. Fetches water from other 
borehole (I Okm) in watercart. 












A.2.3 Response to small scale desalination 
<Nit. ·: ... .·.· .. ·-:: _-:?\.·•<::·::.:... -·-::::: ::• ::::·:i::~~r~[~r=~ - ·.- .. ·._-_--· -···.-- .. · .. _.· · .. -...... ? : >? :;. :· . . : : ::_ :-:··::::···::-.-.-.- ::::::.::::/: ·. - :··:.: .. ·.· :-__ ·::---::-·:-_-_ RESPoNSES : -·.·. -· ... · .. ·... ::_ .. 
I 
Not necessary at moment because of recent rains. In times of drought will probably be good idea, but cost is 
worrying. Still feels project to be viable. 
2 Will definitely use desalination if available at reasonable price. Wilyng to help with evaluations. 
3 Will respond positively to solar distiller. 
4 Desalination not necessary for farm. Knows of a lot of people he feels will use technology. 
5 No problems experienced with drinking water. Will therefore not need solar distiller. 
6 No problems with drinking water. 
-
7 No need for desalination. 
8 
At first very positive about solar desalination. 
(i.e. > >20 I/day) becomes attractive. 
Says that price is out of proportion with effectivity. If more effective 
9 
Feels water is not too bad. On question of whether he feels the need for desalination, the farmer felt it would not pay 
to employ the technology. 
A.2.4 Analysis of farm survey 
The general feeling was that this may be a bad time (May 1989 - floods had occurred in 
March) to conduct the survey, as a lot of rain fell in recent times. In times of drought (of 
which the last one was not !ong ago) tl!e water tends to become much more brackish, and 
this compounds the problems already experienced. The responses must thus be seen in this 
light. Nevertheless the response is not discouraging. Taking respondents 1, 2 and 3 as 
positive, the vote in favour from this small sample is 3 out of 9 or 33 % . 
An assessment of the number of farmers living in the remote arid regions of the country is 
13 000 (based on the 1983 Agricultural Census). Assuming that the 33% positive response 
obtained for Matlabas is above average, one may conservatively estimate that as many as 
2000 farmers (15 % ) nationwide may be interested in a small scale desalination device. If 
the Matlabas response is more representative, the need in this sector could amount to as 
many as 5000 units. The most optimistic scenario is that at least 5000 farmers inside South 
Africa, and more outside, will buy an average of 50 litres of desalination capacity each. 












A.3 Suney of Black Rural Villagers in the Potgietersrus Area, May 1989 
by Miss B. Mogane 
A.3.1 Introduction 
A pilot study to assess the need for small scale desalination was undertaken in two tribal 
wards of Shongwane and Vienna, west of Potgietersrus, in May 1989. Fortunately, in 
Shongwane, the researcher was able to discuss the saline problem with six of the tribal 
authority council members who expressed concern regarding the extent of the problem. The 
latter tribal authority emphasized the need for a solution and would support any organization 
which may offer assistance in this regard. 
In addition to this discussion, a total of 31 households were randomly selected for interviews 
in Shongwane and Vienna villages, which together have approximate! y 600 households. 
A.3.2 Details of the suney 
Response to the five questions asked was as follows: 
Do you: have problems with the salinity of your drinking water? 
All but one respondent, including the Shongwane Tribal Authority Council, mentioned that 
salinity is a problem. Unfortunately, the one respondent who negated the idea was drunk, 
therefore, could not give an objective view of the situation. Saline water is indeed a 
problem, especially in Vienna. Samples taken by us had a TDS content of over 3 000 mg 
salt per litre. Apparently, salty water causes the following problems: 
o severe diarrhoea, especially to visitors and newcomers in the village; 
o changes the taste of food, especially tea, to an extent that no milk can be used 
in coffee or tea; 
o in order to quench the thirst, especially in summer, people have to drink more 
water; 
o after bathing, the skin turns grey, moreover no bath soap but powdered soap 
could be used because with the former, little lather is produced. When 
washing clothes, more soap is needed; 
o some people experience high blood pressure due to the heavy salt content in 
water, moreover, more sugar is used in tea. 











How much desalted water do you need per day for drinking? . 
The study established that most households interviewed comprised of 5 to 10 members. 
Therefore, their need for desalted water for drinking purposes ranged between 1 O and 25 
litres per day. However, respondents mentioned that they also need desalted water for 
bathing and washing clothes, seeing that they use a lot of detergents for these activities. 
H there were an apparatus for household desalination, would you be interested in 
buying it? 
All respondents answered positively to this question. However, two respondents mentioned 
that due to poverty and unemployment, they may only afford the unit on an instalment basis. 
Therefore, arrangements should be made for credit facilities in this regard. Most respondents 
seem desperate, and have no hope for solutions to the problem. They also mentioned that 
the stills be made available at local cooperatives and stores. However, respondents 
emphasized that a demonstration is necessary to witness the effectiveness of stills. 
How much will you be prepared to pay for a desalination still? 
Example: R300 for 6 litres/day 
R500 for 10 litres/day 
All but two respondents mentioned that the choice will be based on affordability and benefits 
to be achieved. Two respondents would opt for the R500 still. 
Are there organizations working on improvement of water supply in your area? 
Except for the Department of Agriculture, there are no organizations involved in the 
improvement of water supply in the area. 
A.3.3 Conclusion 
The need for desalination for small scale water supply cannot be overemphasized. People 
in rural areas desperately seek solutions to this problem because boreholes are their only 
sources of water. The ·Potgietersrus region is but an example of areas with saline problems. 
In most parts of Bophuthatswana, especially in Moretele, Ganyesa and the Kudumane 
regions, saline water is severe. A study undertaken by the Division of Water Technology 











prepared to spend money in order to desalinate their water because they have to walk long 
distances in order to obtain an acceptable quality of water for drinking. In Maubane and 
Makapanstad salinity is a problem which needs to be addressed at the earliest convenience. 
On the basis of this pilot study, a conclusion is made that an effective method of removing 
·salt from water will be well received by concerned communities in Southern Africa. 
The size of this sector is probably in the order of 50 000 households (or 350 000 people). 
With the shortage of capital typical of this sector, it is very risky to project how it might 
really respond to a product whose costs are almost 3.11 up front. Given some sort of state 
backing (e.g loan finance) for community in,stallations, there would definitely be a market. 











A.4 Population figures for small municipalities in high salinity areas 
These figures are only really of relevance to the small to intermediate desalination 
technologies, such as Reverse Osmosis and Electrodialysis. In addition to these more 
formal small towns, however, there are countless other small settlements in the 
homelands and reserves which do not have formal recognition. The village of 
Paulshoek on the Leliefontein Reserve, where one of the field tests for the stills was 
done, is a typic~ example. With a population of 500, no electricity, and no town 













































Town contd. Population contd. 





Lambert's Bay 1824 
• Lindley 804 
Loxton 4309 
Makwassie 561 






Pears ton 1936 




Prince Albert 3525 
Prince Albert Hamlet 1680 
Reivilo 307 










Tu Ibach 2912 

















A.S Sample questionnaire sent to hospitals around South Africa 
DIVISION OF WATER TECHNOLOOY. csm 
APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOOY PROGRAMME 
'~jlf 
,,.~ 
Assessment of the Need for Desalination 
of Water on a Small Scale 
NAME OF HOSPITAUCLINIC: ':I. r • KNOBEL 11nsP rTJ\l, 
--------~---------------------------
POSTAL ADDRESS:---- _r:nv~'!:.!,':_8~(.!_~62 ___________ --------------- -
1.0Nso111.E 0110 Ta:a-r.onG: i.(i1J'3nALE 2 ------------------------------------- ~ ----------
PART1 
1.1 Do you use distilled water In your hospital/clinic? 
If YES: 
• For what is it used? __ 1-:'.!~.'._1:._::_:i_::~·~i~-------------------------
• Al what rate (litres/day) is it used? __ -~i.... Li.!:1.:.:Jti. .l _ '..!. _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____ _ 
• What does it cost in cents/litre? __ J;.:o:rur..w..;. _____________________ _ 
1.2 What do you think would be a reasonable amount to pay to have your own still at the 
hospital/clinic producing your own distilled water? (tick one) 
2 to 4 cents/litre ~ 
• 4 to 6 cents/litre D 












2.1 Do you have a problem with the salinity of y0ur drinking waler? I Yes I No 
If YES: x 
• Where does this saline water come from? 
Fl10M BOllE MOLE 
-------------------------~~---------------------
Have you ever had the water quality tested? 
If YES, append the results of the quality tests to this sheel, 
detailing concentration of various minerals. 
I Yesjx No! 
If NO, what indicates to you that the quality of your drinking water is unacceptable? 
____ -~Aj'g_r_·rn§:.1'£. .l!6..!·!.Y _________________ -----________ _ 
oou.rn Wi\TEI1 SllOWS um: JrJ ['I' 
• What volume of drinking water do you estimate is used daily (litres)? _!?~~~·::_1 ______ _ 
• What do you think would be a reasonable amount to pay to own your own desalination plant 
at the hospital/clinic for desalinating your drinking water? (tick one) 
1 to 2 cents/litre D 
2 to 3 cents/litre D 
• 3 to 4 cents/litre LJ 
. 4 to 5 cents/litre 0 
Use the enclosed reply paid envelope to return your survey to: 
Division of Water Technology, CSIR 
PO Box :i95, Pretoria, 0001 











A.6 Typical source water quality analyses of two municipalities reliant on brack 
water: Boesmansriviennond and Port Alfred 
CITY OF PORT ELIZABETH 
CITY ENGINEER'S DEPARTMENT 
WATER RECLAMl\TIDN ANO LABORl\TDHY SERVICES DIVISION 
SAMPU llOS.: PAATICUt..AAS OF SAMPLES: 
w•l.l.(;d,1. ... 1• ""'"' ,.,..1«-1. ,_._ 
DATe RECEIVED: 
6/6/68 Well point samples 
... ------
SUBMITTEOBV: Albany Const Water tlom·u, !' u IJOX ::.>1, 
Boesmsnsriviermond 6190 (Mr Stott) 
CHEMICAL RESULTS IN MILLIGRAMS PER LITRE ' ,,. 
I .J-W-c.... ,, I\ "" ... 
Samnle 1 Snmole 2 
"' 7 7 7,6 · .... 
!UCJRlCAl CDHOOCfMTY ti .:o·c laillol 
ti <;(l 458 .. 
COi.OWi IHAlfll lllflJSI 
< 5 <. 5 
TUIWOHT tlU .llJ 
1 7 () 87 
TOTAt DISSW.YW SOUDS t11 IBO'CJ 
???A 2311'. 
ram Au:.w~1n u c.co, J34 340 
CAJlllGllA I! AlUUHllY u C.CO, 
" 0 
lllC.USOMA If AlLWHITY u C.CO, 334 140 
CAA BONA If HAllONU$ 11 C.CO, 334 340 
~Oll-CAl!BllliA IE HARDllUS a C.CO, 367 383 
JOTll HAAON.ISS 11 C.CO, 701 '723 
CALCIUM " t•CO, 44'/ 402 
~ 
M,ll)ljf$1UM H C.CO, 
/>;A 321 
c::..e:::::suCJ 
1 1 ll? 1 1 I;() 
AESIOIJAl CHLORINE H Cl, 
AUJMllCIUV llOIAU •Al 
IJ.UMllCIUM UllSSOLVfDl N Al 
lj!Oll ITOTA!J •ft 
lf!Oll WISSOlVEOI 11 h 
P!RIWIGANAll VAUlE M lw! 
SUllHA HS u SO, 
Sll.lCAl!S .. 00, 
AMMONIA u H 
HITRAJ!S u H 
SOOlllM .. 11, 
YfllASSIUV H • I 
-








....... ._ ___ 
., .. ,; ... 11,1.4!\u 
' . I;, - 19~: '.· : 





















SAMPLE LOCATION SALI~ITV IN MG/LITRE (ppm) NUMBER D£SCRIPTION 
JAN FEB MARCH APRIL MAY .l.JNE .l.JLY AUG SEPT OCT NOV DEC --1. KDWIE RIVER POOL ;:e15 )789 2961 2875 ,2990 2961 2995 --2. 
BATHJlST STREllM-SDURCE ,2443 :>501 2616 2588 ,267 5 2585 12702 BAT!-lRST STREAM-OUTFALL p.-i l. 56 • 4 50 4600 4600 f.1600 4600 5031 
I 
' 3. MANSFIELD DAM 1782 1783 1984 2300 ~3 SB 2214 2128 -
4. 
: TRENT FARM S TR(J!M 11\JTO ' - - - - - - I -M!ll\!Sf iELD I : ' 
5. DUNE wn T [R SUPPL ... I 
WCLL 1 12530 ~'71 2530 1725 126 5 2530 14715 WELL 2 ,2012 013 2013 1380 16 10 1150 0 1840 WELL 3 1581 580 16 10 1150 114" 1035 ! 977 WE Lt " 186 9 e 11 17 54 14 38 126 5 2415 14830 
i G. Mn lr·!S ;r.;:; Wtl TEE 2070 f 070 - 1466 14 9 s - '1898 
; -, . 
M::OJL mo POND E?.r 278 I - - - - - - -
I e. RUFllNES RIVER FC:RM OilM 2 530 !'840 I - 26£; 5 ~D 
i2 




i LUSf.'J NG TON STR;:: !l!·'· 
' : ,--' i : 10. ' I : I BLOJc;R!lf;S RI v::i: I I I ! ; 11 Rtl!NWC>Efl I I I i 12. S::AW!iTER l I I ! 13. 5 DUNC:-S: WELL No. 5 I p::;oo 1179 14888 - - -
14 . 
I I I l I I 15. 
I I l I I 
E 
l> .... 
-0 IT) 0 
::0 ::0 
()') ::. ;:, r r .,.., .... ::0 
1:: ,.., 0 .... 























Primary Data from Monitoring of Basin Still at CSIR, Pretoria 



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































19·Mar·91 17873 4.30 2.87 2442 39.2 
20-Mar-91 24522 5.60 3.73 2442 37.2 
21-Mar-91 10909 1.80 1.20 2442 26.9 
25-Mar-91 12708 2.30 1.53 2442 29.5 
26-Mar-91 17576 3.85 2.57 2442 35.7 
8-Apr·91 23555 4.85 3.23 2442 33.5 
9·Apr·91 23242 4.85 3.23 2442 34.0 
10·Apr·91 22262 4.70 3.13 2442 34.4 
11·Apr·91 21891 5.00 3.33 2442 37.2 
12-Apr-91 20541 4.50 3.00 2442 35.7 












Primary Data from Monitoring of Multi-effect Inclined Wick Still at CSIR, Pretoria 











SINGLE CELL DIFfCAP DfSTILLATION TESTING: 18/6/90 to 21/6/90 Feed salinity 300 uS/cm 
============================================================ 
Note: The name 11DfFfCAP11 used in this appendix is an abbreviation of "capillary film distiller" and derives 
from the paper by Ouahes and Le Goff (1987). It is in fact no different to 11J..1ltiple effect inclined 
wick stills described elsewhere in the literature. 
DATE: 18/6/90 
Elapsed Distillate Conductivity Calculated Corrected C\.l!Lllative Brine out 
Time {ml/m2) (uS/cm) crossflow (ml) Distillate Distillate (ml/m2) 
Start 8:00 0 0 
205 630 80 168 462 
318 0 80 0 0 
405 1220 80 325 895 
525 370 3 4 366 
1440 4900 230 3757 1143 
Global Radiation (kJ/m2): 13859 
DAl'E': 19/6/90 
Elapsed Distillate Conductivity Calculated Corrected 
Time Cml/m2) CuS/cm) crossflow (ml) Distillate 
Start 8:15 0 0 
130 530 150 265 265 
445 1500 8 40 1460 
1440 1000 260 867 133 
Global Radiation (kJ/m2): 13686 
DATE: 20/6/90 
Elapsed Distillate Conductivity Calculated Corrected 
Time (ml/m2) (uS/cm) crossflow {ml> Distillate 
Start 8:15 0 0 
110 30 1 0 30 
227 580 0 0 580 
465 860 3 9 851 
1440 130 5 2 128 
Global Radiation CkJ/m2): 13559 
DATE: 21/6/90 







Efficiency (%): 51 




























Cllll.llative Brine out 
Time (ml/m2) (US/cm) crossflow Cml) Distillate Distillate Cml/m2) 
Start 8:05 0 0 0 0 
150 54 5 1 53 53 3500 
265 370 5 6 364 417 1820. 
385 610 4 8 602 1019 1800 
489 320 4 4 316 1335 1810 
1440 50 3 1 50 1384 >5000 








































SINGLE CELL DIFICAP DISTILLATION TESTING: 21/8/90 to 24/8/90 
============================================================ 
Feed salinity 300 uS/cm 
DATE: 21/8/90 
Elapsed Distillate Conductivity Calculated Corrected Cumulative Brine out 




Start 8:30 0 0 0 0 0 
120 425 47 66 359 359 700 650 
240 890 52 153 737 1096 1100 290 
330 500 50 83 417 1513 760 120 
450 460 88 135 325 1838 1100 315 
1440 800 240 640 160 1998 overflow overflow 
Global Radiation (kJ/m2): 18683 Efficiency (%): 26 
DATE: 22/8/90 
Elapsed Distillate Conductivity Calculated Corrected Cumulative Brine out Coolant 
Time Cml/m2) (uS/cm) crossflow Cml) Distillate Distil late (ml/m2) (ml/m2) 
Start 8:30 0 0 0 0 0 
120 630 72 151 479 479 3300 900 
240 690 64 146 544 1023 750 400 
330 1000 100 333 667 1689 500 180 
450 180 210 126 54 1743 115 610 
1440 1400 250 1167 233 1977 4000 5000 
Global Radiation CkJ/m2): 20303 Efficiency (%): 24 
\ t" 
DATE: 23/8/90 
Elapsed Distillate Conductivity Calculated Corrected Cumulative Brine out Coolant 
Time Cml/m2) (US/cm) crossflow (ml> Distillate Distil late Cml/m2) (ml/m2) 
Start 8:30 0 0 0 0 0 
130 750 72 180 570 570 1250 550 
240 835 64 177 658 1228 100 75 
330 490 100 163 327 1555 130 110 
450 580 210 406 174 1729 210 650 
1440 1000 250 833 167 1896 7500 5000 
Global Radiation (kJ/m2): 19382 Efficiency (%): 24 
DATE: 24/8/90 
Elapsed Distillate Conductivity Calculated Corrected Cumulative Brine out Coolant 
Time Cml/m2) (uS/cm) crossflow (ml) Distillate Distillate (ml/m2) (ml/m2) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Start 8:30 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
240 1400 63 294 1106 1106 3250 1300 
330 410 120 164 246 1352 100 40 
450 20 60 4 16 1368 0 0 
1368 











DOUBLE CELL DIFICAP DISTILLATION TESTING: 28/8/90 to 31/8/90 
============================================================ 
Feed salinity 300 uS/cm 
DATE: 28/8/90 
Cell 1 Elapsed Distillate Conductivity Calculated Corrected Cumulative Brine out 




0 0 0 
115 860 45 129 731 731 
210 520 47 81 439 1170 
300 380 114 144 236 1405 
1275 340 240 272 68 1473 
Global Radiation (kJ/m2): 13000 Efficiency (%): 
Elapsed Distillate Conductivity Calculated Corrected 
Time (ml/m2) (US/cm) crossflow (ml) Distillate 
Cumulative 
Distillate 
0 0 0 
115 650 183 397 254 254 
210 450 116 174 276 530 
300 2750 300 2750 . 0 530 
1275 3200 300 3200 0 530 
Global Radiation CkJ/m2): 13000 Efficiency (%): 
















Cell 1 Elapsed Distillate Conductivity Calculated Corrected Cumulative Brine out 
Time Cml/m2) CuS/cm) crossflow (ml) Distillate Distillate (ml/m2) 
Start 8: 15 0 0 0 0 
130 510 75 128 383 383 7500 
266 860 20 57 803 1185 2510 
354 560 31 58 502 1687 3600 
465 470 64 100 370 2057 7550 
1455 250 131 109 141 2198 >5000 
Global Radiation CkJ/m2): 19399 Efficiency (%): 28 
Cell 2 Elapsed Distillate Conductivity Calculated Corrected Cumulative Brine out 
Time Cml/m2) (US/cm) crossflow Cml> Distillate Distillate Cml/m2) 
0 0 0 0 
130 420 222 311 109 109 1200 
266 510 49 83 427 536 100 
354 410 34 46 364 899 1300 
465 190 164 104 86 986 650 
1455 1600 235 1253 347 1332 3500 



























Cell 1 Elapsed Distillate Conductivity Calculated corrected Cl.lll.llative Brine out 
Time (ml/rn2) (uS/cm) crossflow (ml) Distillate Distillate Cml/rn2) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·---------
Start 8:30 0 0 0 0 
159 190 105 67 124 124 600 
250 215 37 27 188 312 100 
281 430 35 50 380 692 150 
459 300 64 64 236 928 400 
1440 370 169 208 162 1089 >5000 
Global Radiation CkJ/rn2): 15811 Efficiency (%): 17 
Cell 2 Elapsed Distillate Conductivity Calculated Corrected Cllll.llative Brine out Coolant 
Time (ml/rn2) (uS/crn) crossflow (ml) Distillate Distil late Cml/rn2) Cml/rn2) 
0 0 0 0 0 
159 1050 300 10-50 0 0 3000 2600 
250 650 300 650 0 0 700 1250 
281 800 240 640 160 160 800 390 
459 750 250 625 125 285 1250 4600 
1440 2400 243 1944 456 741 >5000 >5000 
Global Radiation CkJ/rn2): 15811 Efficiency (%): 12 
DATE: 31/8/90 
Cell 1 Elapsed Distillate Conductivity Calculated Corrected Cllll.llative Brine out 
Time (ml/rn2) (US/cm) crossflow (ml) Distillate Distil late (ml/rn2) 
Start 8:30 0 0 0 0 
144 780 27 60 no 720 50 
240 335 24 23 312 1032 4400 
330 510 32 47 463 1495 2100 
465 650 31 58 592 2088 2400 
Global Radiation CkJ/rn2): 21318 Efficiency (%): 24 
Cell 2 Elapsed Distillate Conductivity Calculated Corrected Cumulative Brine out Coolant 
Time (ml/rn2) (uS/cm) crossflow (ml) Distillate Distil late (ml/rn2) (ml/rn2) 
0 0 0 0 0 
144 780 221 493 287 287 80 40 
240 340 70 68 2n 559 350 600 
330 1200 232 795 405 964 2400 5000 
465 4200 300 3600 600 1564 650 800 
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APPENDIX D 
Primary Data from Monitoring of Inclined Wick Stills at CSIR, ·Pretoria 










INCLINED WICK STILL DATA: JUNE 1990 to JULY 1991 
======================================================== 
Date Radiation Still 
Nl.fllber 
Brine Glass Still 
Flux Thickness Angle 
DD HM VY (kJ/m2) 
Brine 
Salinity 
(uS/cm) (ml/m2/h) (nm) (degrees) 
18 6 90 
18 6 90 
19 6 90 
19 6 90 
20 6 90 
20 6 90 
21 6 90 
21 6 90 
21 8 90 
21 8 90 
21 8 90 
21 8 90 
23 8 90 
23 8 90 
23 8 90 
23 8 90 
24 8 90 
24 8 90 
24 8 90 
24 8 90 
29 8 90 
29 8 90 
29 8 90 
29 8 90 
30 8 90 
30 8 90 
30 8 90 
30 8 90 
31 8 90 
31 8 90 
31 8 90 
31 8 90 
11 12 90 
11 12 90 
11 12 90 
11 12 90 
12 12 90 










































































































































































































































70 new cottn, dble 
150 new cottn, dble 
70 new cottn, dble 
150 new cottn, dble 
70 new cottn, dble 
150 new cottn, dble 
70 new cottn, dble 
150 new cottn, dble 
40 old cottn·, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
100 old cottn, dble 
150 old cottn, dble 
40 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
100 old cottn, dble 
150 old cottn, dble 
40 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
100 old cottn, dble 
150 old cottn, dble 
40 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
100 old cottn, dble 
150 old cottn, dble 
40 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
100 old cottn, dble 
150 old cottn, dble 
40 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
100 old cottn, dble 
150 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 







































































































































12 12 90 
12 12 90 
13 12 90 
13 12 90 
13 12 90 
13 12 ·90 
19 12 90 
19 12 90 
19 12 90 
19 12 90 







17 1 91 
21 1 91 


















25 1 91 
5 2 91 
5 2 91 
5 2 91 
5 2 91 
6 2 91 
6 2 91 














































































































































































































































































70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70· old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 old crimp 
70 new crimp 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 old cri11p 
70 new crimp 

















































































































































6 2 91 
7 2 91 
7 2 91 
7 2 91 
7 2 91 
8 2 91 
8 2 91 
8 2 91 
8 2 91 
13 2 91 
13 2 91 
13 2 91 
13 2 91 
14 2 91 
14 2 91 
14 2 91 
14 2 91 
18 2 91 
18 2 91 
18 2 91 
18 2 91 
19 2 91 
19 2 91 
19 2 91 
19 2 91 
20 2 91 
20 2 91 
20 2 91 
20 2 91 
21 2 91 
21 2 91 
21 2 91 
21 2 91 
22 2 91 
22 2 91 
22 2 91 
22 2 91 
25 2 91 
25 2 91 
25 2 91 
25 2 91 
4 3 91 
4 3 91 
4 3 91 














































































































































































































































































70 new cottn, sngle 
70. old crimp 
70 new crimp 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 old crimp 
70 new crimp 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 new crilll' 
70 old er i Ill' 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 new crimp 
70 old crimp 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 new crimp 
70 old crilll' 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 new cril!l' 
70 old crilll' 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 new crilll' 
70 old cril!l' 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 new c ri Ill' 
70 old crilll' 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 old cottn, dble 
70 new crimp 
70 old crilll' 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 





























































































































5 3 91 
5 3 91 
5 3 91 
5 3 91 
6 3 91 
6 3 91 
6 3 91 
6 3 91 
7 . 3 91 
7 3 91 
7 3 91 
7 3 91 
8 3 91 
8 3 91 
8 3 91 
8 3 91 
14 3 91 
14 3 91 
14 3 91 
14 3 91 
18 3 91 
18 3 91 
18 3 91 
18 3 91 
19 3 91 
19 3 91 
19 3 91 
19 3 91 
20 3 91 
20 3 91 
20 3 91 
20 3 91 
21 3 91 
21 3 91 
21 3 91 
21 3 91 
25 3 91 
25 3 91 
25 3 91 
25 3 91 
26 3 91 
26 3 91 
26 3 91 
26 3 91 














































































































































































































































































70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70' new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 



































































































































27 3 91 
27 3 91 
27 3 91 
28 3 91 
28 3 91 
28 3 91 
28 3 91 
8 4 91 
8 4 91 
8 4 91 
8 4 91 
9 4 91 
9 4 91 
9 4 91 
9 4 91 
10 4 91 
10 4 91 
10 4 91 
10 4 91 
11 4 91 
11 4 91 
11 4 91 
11 4 91 
12 4 91 
12 4 91 
12 4 91 
12 4 91 
13 4 91 
13 4 91 
13 4 91 
13 4 91 
3 7 91 
3 7 91 
3 7 91 
4 7 91 
4 7 91 
4 7 91 
5 7 91 
5 7 91 











































































































































































































































70 new cottn, sn9le 
70 new cottn, sn9le 
70 new cottn, sn9le · 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sn9le 
70 new cottn, sn9le 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sn9le 
70 new cottn, sn9le 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sn9le 
70. new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sn9le 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 
70 new cottn, sngle 






















































































































MONITORING OF SINGLE EFFECT INCLINED WICK STILLS OF DIFFERENT DEPTHS 
DATE: 18/6/90 Note: The still angles for these midwinter tests were about 30 degrees 
============= (For optilllJlll production in winter, 50 degrees would be preferable) 



































Still Type: Basin (for comparison) 
Time Elapsed 



















































Brine Cmltv. Flux 























Brine Cmltv. Flux 






























































































































































































Still Type: Wick 70 
Time Elapsed Output Output Cml tv. Brine Cmltv. Flux Global Radiation: 
Hour Min Nl.Jl'ber Time Cml> Cml/m2) output (ml) Brine /m2 (ml/m2/h) Time (kJ/m2) Di ff, 
------------------------------------~----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
8 30 0.3S42 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o.o 0 0 
10 32 0.4389 122 14S 414 414 1220 3486 1918 o.s 0 0 
15 48 0.6S83 438 640 1829 2243 1950 9057 1405 1.0 0 0 
1440 70 200 2443 7600 30771 1312 1.5 0 0 
2.0 0 0 
2.S 0 0 
3.0 0 0 
3.5 0 0 
St fl l Type: Wick 150 4.0 0 0 
Time Elapsed Output Output Cml tv. Brine Cml tv. Flux 4.5 0 0 
Hour Min Nl.Jl'ber Time (ml) Cml/m2) output (ml) Brine /m2 (ml/m2/h) 5.0 0 0 
------------------------------------------------------------------------·------------------- s.s 0 0 
8 30 0.3542 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 6.0 2 2 
10 30 0.4375 120 136 389 389 1900 S429 2909 6.5 39 37 
1S 45 0.6563 435 535 1S29 1917 3200 14S71 2033 7.0 19S 1S6 
1440 70 200 2117 10720 4S200 1841 7.S S74 379 
8.0 992 418 
8.5 114S 153 
9.0 1797 6S2 
9.S 2772 975 
Still Type: Basin (for comparison) 10.0 3830 10S8 
Time Elapsed Output Output Cml tv. Teq> 10.S I 4973 1143 
Hour Min Nl.Jl'ber Time (ml) /m2 output deg. C 11.0 6098 1125 
------------------·-------/~~-~-----~----------------------------------------------- 11.5 7226 1128 
8 30 0.3542 0 0 0 0 11 12.0 8322 1096 
10 35 0.4410 12S so 33 33 12 12.S 9372 10SO 
15 so 0.6S97 440 1750 1167 1200 19 13.0 10340 968 
1440 600 400 1600 8 13.S 11248 908 
14.0 12048 800 
14.5 12712 664 
15.0 13205 493 
15.S . 13530 32S 
16.0 13670 140 
16.5 13686 16 
17.0 13686 0 
17 .5 13686 0 
18.0 13686 0 
18.S 13686 0 
19.0 13686 0 
19.S 13686 0 
20.0 13686 0 
20.S 13686 0 
21.0 13686 0 
21.5 13686 0 
22.0 13686 0 
22.5 13686 0 
23.0 13686 0 
23.5 13686 0 
















































Still Type: Basin (for comparison) 
- D.9 -
output Output Cmltv. 





































Brine Cmltv. Flux 
















Brine Cmltv. Flux 
















Time Elapsed Output Output cmltv. "·· Teq:> 







































































































































































































































Still Type: Basin (for comparison) 
Time Elapsed 


















Output Output Cmltv. 

































































Brine Cmltv. Flux 



















Brine Cmltv. Flux 






























































































































































































Note: Still angle+/- 30 degrees for these tests. 
Wick 40 
Ti me E lapsed 
NU!i:ler T i me 
Output Output Cmltv. 
(ml) (ml/m2) output 
Brine Cmltv. Flux 
(ml) Brine /m2 (ml/m2/h) 
Global Radiation: 
Time (kJ/m2) Diff. 
-·--·-----·--·-----·------------··---------------------·------·-----···------------------------------------------------
8 30 














































































Still Type: Basin Cfor comparison) 
Time Elapsed 



















































































Output Output Cmltv. 





































Brine Cmltv. Flux 



















Brine Cmltv. Flux 



















Brine Cmltv. Flux 



















output Output Cml tv. T eq> 






















































































































































































DATE: 22/8/90 COMMENT: Power failure and problems with~ affect flow 
============= rates and consistency. 
Still Type: Wick 40 
Hour Min 
Time Elapsed 







Brine Cml tv. Flux. 
(ml) Brine /m2 (ml/m2/h) 
Global Radiation: 





































































Still Type: Basin (for corrq:>arison) 
Time Elapsed 










































































output Output Cmltv. 































Brine Cmltv. Flux 
















Brine Cmltv. Flux 
















Brine Cmltv. Flux 

































































































































































20.5 20303 0 
21.0 20303 0 



























Still Type: \.lick 40 
Time Elapsed 








Brine Cmltv. Flux Global Radiation: 














































































































Brine Cmltv. Flux 



















Brine Cmltv. Flux 
























































































































Brine Cmltv. Flux 



















Time Elapsed Output Output Cml tv. Temp 















































































































































































DATE: 24/8/90 COMMENT: Early finish causes bias against basin still 
============= in comparison with the wick stills. 



































































Still Type: Basin (for comparison) 
Ti me Elapsed 





































































































Brine Cmltv. Flux 













Brine Cmltv. Flux 













Brine Cmltv. Flux 













Brine Cmltv. Flux 

















































































































































































DATE: 28/8/90 COMMENT: Late start causes bias against wick stills 
============= in comparison with the basin still. 























































































































OUtput Output··· Cml tv. · 



































































Brine Cmltv. Flux 
















Brine Cmltv. Flux 
















Brine Cmltv. Flux 
















Brine Cmltv. Flux 




















































































































































































.. •ti 1; 
DATE: 29/8/90 
============= 
Still Type: Wick 40 
Time Elapsed 








Brine Cmltv. Flux Global Radiation: 














































































































Brine Cmltv. Flux 



















Brine Cmltv. Flux 


























Ti me Elapsed 












Still Type: Basin (for comparison) 
Time Elapsed 









































































Brine Cmltv. Flux 













Output Cml tv. T~ 








































































































































































































































































0.6701 . 455 
1440 
Still Type: Basin (for coaparison) 
Ti me Elapsed 














































































Brine Cmltv. Flux 



















Brine Cmltv. Flux 



















Brine Cmltv. Flux 



















Brine Cmltv. Flux 
























































































































































































































Brine Cmltv. Flux Global Radiation: 

































































Ti me Elapsed 






































































































Brine Cmltv. Flux 
Cml) Brine /m2 (ml/m2/h) 










Brine Cmltv. Flux 
















Brine Cmltv. Flux 









































































































































21.5 21318 0 
22.0 21318 0 
22.5 21318 0 
23.0 21318 0 
23.5 21318 0 












Field Test Data from Paulshock, Namaqualand 











Field Test Results: Joseph's Still, Paulshoek from 31/5/91-31/8/91 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
+----------------+---------------------------+---------------·+---------------------------+ 
Date Brine Feed Distillate I· Date I Brine Feed Distillate I 
(litres) Cl I tres) I I Clitres) Cl itres) I 
+--------------··+··---------···-------------+-----·-··-------+·-··---····----------------+ 
31 May I 25.5 7.5 I 17 July I 20.0 8.0 
1 June I 24.0 7.0 I 18 July I 20.0 9.0 
2 June I 20.5 8.5 I 19 July I 20.0 9.0 
3 June I 20.0 8.0 I 20 July I 20.0 8.0 
4 June I 20.0 8.0 I 21 July I 20.0 9.0 
5 June I 15.0 6.0 I 22 July I 20.0 8.0 
6 June I 18.0 3.0 I 23 July I 20.0 7.0 
7 June I 19.0 5.0 l 24 July I 20.0 7.0 
8 June I 19.0 6.0 I 25 July I 20.0 7.0 
9 June I 20.0 8.0 I 26 July I 20.0 8.0 
10 June I 20.0 8.0 I 27 July I 20.0 7.0 
11 June I 20.0 8.0 I 28 July I 20.0 6.0 
12 June I 20.0 8.0 I 29 July I 20.0 6.0 
13 June I 20.0 7.0 I 30 July I 20.0 7.0 
14 June I 20.0 7.0 I 31 July I 20.0 8.0 
15 June I 20.0 8.0 I 1 August I 20.0 7.0 
16 June I 20.0 8.0 I 2 August I 20.0 8.0 
17 June I 20.0 7.0 I 3 August I 20.0 7.0 
18 June I 20.0 8.0 I 4 August I 20.0 6.0 
19 June I 20.0 7.0 I 5 August I 20.0 6.0 
20 June · · · 1. - 20.0 7.0 I 6 August I 20.0 8.0 
21 June I 20.0 6.0 I 7 August I 20.0 8.0 
22 June I 20.0 6.0 l 8 August I 20.0 8.0 
23 June I 20.0 8.0 I 9 August I 20.0 8.0 
24 June I 20.0 8.0 I 10 August I 20.0 7.0 
25 June I 20.0 5.0 I 11 August I 20.0 8.0 
26 June I I 12 August I 20.0 9.0 
27 June I I 13 August I 20.0 9.0 
28 June I I 14 August I 
29 June !storm damage I 15 August I 20.0 9.0 
30 June I I 16 August I 
1 July I I 17 August I 
2 July I I 18 August I 
3 July I 20.0 8.0 I 19 August jstorm damage 
4 July I 20.0 6.0 I 20 August I 
5 July I 20.0 6.0 I 21 August I 
6 July I 20.0 6.0 I 22 August I 
7 July I 20.0 6.0 I 23 August I 20.0 8.0 
8 July I 20.0 7.0 . I 24 August· I 20.0 9.0 
9 July I 20.0 4.0 I 25 August I 20.0 9.0 
10 July I 20.0 8.0 I 26 August I 20.0 9.0 
11 July I 20.0 5.0 I 27 August I 20.0 8.0 
12 July I 20.0 7.0 I 28 August I 20.0 8.0 
13 July I 20.0 7.0 I 29 August I 20.0 8.0 
14 July I 20.0 8.0 I 30 August I 20.0 7.0 
15 July I 20.0 6.0 I 31 August I 20.0 7.0 
16 July I 20.0 7.0 I I 
+----------------+------··------------------·+··--------------+------------------------···+ 













Economic indices and conversion tables for comparison of 
























Economic indices for the converting of prices and costs 











Economic indices for the converting of prices and costs 
quoted in dated journals to 1991 rands 
The publications on Solar Distillation reviewed for this work span the period 1948 to 1990. A 
recurring problem is how to compare prices quoted in dated literature with modern day currency. 
Fortunately most authors writing in international publications use the US $ to specify prices, or at 
least give current conversion rates from their own currencies to US $. To convert these dated 
dollar figures to 1991 rands use has been made of the following: the dollar/rand exchange rate over 
the period 1947 to 1991; the South African Consumer Price Index (SA cpi) from 1947 to 1991; and 
the US cpi from 1957 to 1991. These indices were obtained from the South African Reserve Bank.· 
Two conversion methods can be followed: 
A first convert n-year dollars to n-year rands, then convert n-year rands to 1991 rands; or 
B first conven n-year dollars to 1991 dollars, then convert 1991 dollars to 199 l rands. 
The indices are shown in Figures F.1. F.2 and F.3. The conversion factors obtained via 
conversion routes A and Bare both plotted in Figure F.4. The factors are generally similar, but 
the curve due to conversion method Bis smoother, particularly during the mid 1980s when the rand 
was undervalued by up-io ·40% ·against the dollar due to political rather than economic factors. 
Method B is thus indicated as the more reliable over this period. 
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-- Conversion Route A ............ Conversion Route B 
Figure F.4: Conversion of n-year dollars to 1991 rands using conversion methods A and B · 
where method A converts n-year dollars ton-year rands. then n-year rands 
to 1991 rands; and 
method B converts n-year dollars to 1991 dollars. then 1991 dollars 
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APPENDIX G 
The relationship between Electrical Conductivity (EC) and 











The reiationship between Electrical Conductivity (EC) and 
Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) 
With the desalination industry worldwide tied to the WHO standard of 500 mg/ e Total Dissolved 
Solids ffDS), it is interesting to note some points on the definition and measurement of this 
parameter. Much of this material is drawn from the paper Electrical Conductivity and Total 
Dissolved Solids - what is their precis~ relationship, by N.R.G. Walton, which appeared in 
Desalination, volume 72, in 1989. 
If TDS = K.EC , then what is K? 
Much confusion exists throughout the water industry over this very simple but important question. 
It may come as a surprise to some workers in the desalination industry ro find that there is 
unfonunately no simple precise relationship between these two parameters although workers in 
every field of water studies from physical chemistry through electrochemistry, hydrochemistry, soil 
and irrigation science. hydrology, geochemistry to marine chemistry each claim to have the best 
approximation. 
What they are actually using is a tolerable empirical approximation which appears to hold good 
within the range of ion concentrations and salinities that their particular subject deals with. T71us 
rhe theoretical chemists continue to build on the pioneering works of the eariy physical chemists, 
Arrhenius, Ostwald, Debye and Hilckel, Onsnager, Kohlrausche et al. from early in this century 
using ideal solutions and infinite dilutions to formulate absolute definitions for individual ion 
behaviours, whilst soil and irrigation scientists get more involved with ionic strength effects due to 
their interest in the balance between monovalent and divalent ions, and engineers - preferring a 
simple on-site rule of thumb - often simply take the/actor of 0,7 so often found on the.fixed scales 
of commercial electrical conductivity - rota/ dissolved solids (EC-TDSJ meters and think little more 
about it. 
Definition of Total Dissolved Solids 
Superficially rhis question appears to be self evident, but this hides a number of imponant points 
both theoretical and practical. T71e question of what is "dissolved" and what is not has long been 
a difficult question in the water industry, since particles, ions and molecules exist throughout an 
entire size spectrum both individually and in larger polymeric agglomerations. through colloidal 
suspensions to visible particulate mauer. 17ie dividing line between wh()l is truly dissolved and 
what is in colloidal suspension or agglomeration can only be drawn by reference to a specific filter 
mesh size. 
Since micron-sized colloidal particles are evident under a simple microscope, the line had to be 
drawn at the sub-micron size and the figure of 0.45 µm has tended to become the internationally 











and what is "paniculate matter". 17zis dividing line came about largely arbitrarily as a matter of 
practical necessity since 0,45 µ.m was lhe smallest pore-size filter paper commercially available in 
the 1960s and 1970s when lhese mauers were being deliberated internationally. 
Sampling and Analytical Problems 
Walton goes on to recommend that samples for TDS analysis should be filtered in-situ at the time 
of collection, then kept in a refrigerator prior to analysis, which should ideally be within 24 hours 
of sample collection and filtration. If these measures are not followed, a whole range of physical, 
chemical and biological activities can take place in the sample bottle [Walton gives five examples: 
oxygenation leading to precipitation of previously dissolved species like iron and sulphide; 
degassing of C02 can cause CaC03 precipitation; denitrification; biological utilisation of C02, 
dissolved organic matter and Pol- ion uptake; and agglomeration of micro-colloids originally 
smaller than 0,45 µm]. 
Assuming that the· sampling is carried out correctly, the analysis must still be successfully 
negotiated. The standard TDS measurement should be carried out by evaporating an accurately 
weighed water sample in a platinum crucible to dryness at l 80°C, followed by cooling in a 
desiccator and weighing the residue to constant weight. 
-·· · ·Walton lists several common theoretical and practical sources of error with this test.; .Qne of the 
more serious ones is the failure to compensate for the loss of C02 gas during the precipitation of 
CaC03 scale, which can lead to large errors in the TDS evaluation of fresh natural waters. Most 
of the other errors stem from avoidable, but nevertheless common, laboratory practices. 
The point of Walton's discussion here is that because TDS measurements are themselves prone to 
error. differences of the order of 50% not being uncommon in potable waters, they should not in 
all cases be held up as an absolute standard against which to judge Electrical Conductivity (EC) 
readings. There are often times when the use of a good EC reading multiplied by the appropriate 
K factor is a better way of obtaining the TDS than by analysing for it. 
Electrical Conductivity - Definition and Measurement 
Electrical conducrivity (EC) is the inverse of electrical resistivity. It is defined in terms of the 
conductance (inverse of resistance) of a given conductor of area A per unir length e. For this. 
reason it is also known as the specific conductance of the material. 
It is measured electrically and specified in units of Siemens per metre, where the Siemens is the 
mho, or reciprocal of the unit of electrical resistance, the ohm. For practical purposes mS/m or 











The EC of an electrolyte or atJueous solurion is a summaiion of the current-carrying ability of every 
ion present and is dependent upon the number of ions per unit volume of rhe solution and the 
mobilities with which each ion is able to move under rhe influence of the applied electrical 
potential. Since the temperature dependence of EC is critical (about 2% per 1°C}, either the exact 
temperature of measurement or, more commonly, the EC result corrected to the standard 
rhennodynamic reference temperature of 25 ° C must be quoted. . . . One should be aware of older 
meters which may temperature-correct to the previous 20°C standard temperature which will give 
an immediate 10 % error ro the EC reading if this fact is not noticed. 111e writer came across an 
interesting example in one Middle-Eastern country where alarm was occasioned by the latest annual 
country-wide well water salinity (EC) survey which indicated a 10% rise in vinually all water well 
EC readings. It was some rime before rhis universal EC rise was attributed to the change from an 
old 20°C standard temperaiure meter to a new ~5°C standard meter. 
Compact, rugged EC meters are commercially available and are ideally suited to the field 
measurement of salinity. 
Correlation of EC and ms 
Since rhere is definitely no simple relationship between these parameters across the range of waters 
encountered in the desalination industry, and since complicated maihematical predictions which suit 
academics, theoreticians and computers are of little use to the majoriry of workers in the industry, 
the best alternative is to produce a series of K values for different ranges of salinities. 
The correct way to do this is to take a series of samples of the water in question to a reputable 
laboratory and measure the EC and TDS a number of times until good precision and accuracy are 
statistically achieved, and rhen to take the ratio of the average values to obtain a "best possible" 
K factor. Of course, all the precaurions such as filtration and bicarbonate correction for TDS 
measurements. and calibration and standardisation of EC measurements as listed in rhis paper need 
to be adhered to, robe sure of getting good, accurate results. Only then can the actual Kfactor 
for that panicular ionic-mix water be relied upon. 
However, since most desalination plants utilise fairly predictable water types, the Kfactors can be 
approximated in advance as shown in [Table G.l]. 
The reason for the predictability of the TDS-EC relationship for these water types is due to the 
ovenvhelming predominance (ca. 90%) of just two ions in all these waters, namely Na+ and Ct, 
and the increasing K factor with salinity reflects the hindrance of ionic mobility by the crowding 
effect of rhese ions at higher concentrations. 
The major variation of EC with IDS comes with fresh, porable and brackish waters which contain 
a variety of dissolved salts, sometimes with Mg (HCO 3) 2 or Ca(HCO 3)z predominant and sometimes 











and electrical charge interactions which take place in the solutions of these salts make any simple 
TDS-EC relationship impossible. However, many natural waters do contain a fairly well balanced 
blend of the eight major ions, and so extremes of interaction due to large size or high charge effects 
are often balanced down so that most natural waters have K V,alues which vary between 0,55 and 
0, 85. This of course is where the much used value of 0, 70 comes in as simply the average between 
rhese two extremes. 










45 000-()() 000 






However, from the desalination point of view, it is generally brackish ~~aters with EC ranging from 
2()()().20 000 µSiem which are of interest and these waters rarely have a K factor below 0,60 or 
above 0,67 due to the chemical evolutionary sequence of most brackish ground waters. 
Consequently, a good average K value of 0, 63 has been found to satisfy most brackish Middle East 
groundwaters with salinities in the range of 3 ()()().20 000 mg!f as TDS. 
[Figure G.l] gives a generalised view of the change in K factor with increasing salinities for 
different water types. The dominant HC03- ion concentration of many fresh waters gives the very 
sreep rise in K value at low concentrations, whilst the increasing imponance of SO/ in brackish 
I 
waters maintains K-values well above the single mono-valent KCl standard line, whereas the 
[increase] in K value between 1 000 to 10 000 mglf TDS is due to the dominance of inter-ion 
interference causing reduced EC values at higher TDS values. It is in this region where Kfactors 
can have the highest variability due to the opposing effects of increased physical resistance and 
ionic interactions at higher concentrations, and the disproponionate ratio of divalent to monovalent 
ions. [Figure G.l] also shows that the waters imponant to the desalination industry occupy very 
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Figure G.1: Plot of TDS aga~ K values showing fields of dominance for different water 
types (after Walton,.1989) 
